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A bstract

This thesis will focus on developments in coupling the multidisciplinary re

search interests of Physics, hticroengineeriig and neurobiology towards the 

development of a proof of concept retinal prosthetic device.

liigh-deusity electrode arrays are becoming well established as tools for 

the measurement of neuronal signals. The fabrication of arrays on flexible 

materials allows for 2D position sensitive recording of cellular activity in 

vivo and for the possibility of direct in vivo stimulus. Using flexilde polymer 

materials (Pryalin PI2545), compliant with semiconductor fabrication tech

niques, a process allowing the fabrication of flexible multi-site microelectrode 

neuronal recording and stimulating arrays is presented.

W ith recent developments in low-power electronics and semiconductor 

fabrication techniques many applications in the life sciences have emerged. 

One such application is in the development of a retinal prosthetic device 

which relics on the ability to record information from and feed informa

tion directly to small retinal neuronal cells which are approximately 5/iin 

diameter. Where sucessful, we achieve the possibility of restoring sight to 

people afiectofl by degenerative visual diseases such as Age Belated Macu

lar Degeneration and Retinitis Pigmentosa. Both these conditions affect the 

jdiotosensitive elements of the eye yet leave the remaining pathways to the 

visual cortex, t he area of the brain responsible for our visual precept, intact .



on which to deploy a retinal prosthetic device. Moreover, in the short term, 

the information provided by this system will allow for investigations into

i

The development of both 8 and 74 electrode arrays on polyimide sub-
'

strates with 50 //m and 5 //m minimnm linewidths respectively is described. 

Implementing low noise amplification, 8 p,V rms (bandpass typically 80-2000 

Hz), the polyimide 8-electrode arrays have been used to stimulate and record 

electroretinograrn and ganglion cell action potentials in vivo from the frog 

retina [Rana Umiporaria).

Snell arrays coupled to our application specific pixellated ChlOS sensors, 

the IPIX, incorporating an ability to apply neural network algorithms should 

allow for the recovery of basic functionality in the human retina. The IPIX 

detector is an Active Pixel Sensor which responds to incident light in the 

visible region. It responds to the varying intensity of light over 3 log units 

and outputs varying frequency voltage pulses of similar form to that of a 

healty retina.

Stimulation studies for electro-deposited platinum electrodes of 4 iiA///nP 

indicate upper breakdown limits for charge density approaching 100 

Investigations of lifetime stimulation of a 50 /mi diameter electrode, ol typical 

impedance lass than 20 kil at I kHz, suggest operational limits over lifetime 

in the order of 10 These charge densities are adequate for neuronal

cell stimulation.

.....

It is believed that the system described in this thesis can form the basis



deciphering the 'wiring diagram’ of the retina.
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C hapter 1

Introduction

One such avenue is in deciphering ''wiring diagrams'’ of neuronal circuitry. 

Under situations where the neurones are active, detectors positioned close 

enough will be able to detect the response. If we have multiple detectors 

ill place then we can detect the interactions between tliese neurons under 

activation. It follows additionally, if we supply a response from a man made

21

.

Perhaps one of the most significant interests of the last decade [74] has been 

the convergence of multidisciplinary research activities within the fields of 

physics, engineering and nenrobiology. Detector developments within the 

Xihysics connniniity liave benefited from increased sensitivity and m iniaturi

sation, this ill conjunction with the microfabrication techniques found in the 

engineering community, can be combined to provide a means of selective high 

precision neuronal monitoring [69]. The alnlity to monitor multiple cellular 

response in-vivo opens many exciting avenues in the field of nenrobiology [2].



cells, recovery of cellular functionality can be achieved and in effect allow for 

visual rehalrilitation [11, 12].

It is therefore of great scientific interest to understand retinal xn'ocessing 

and how this can be used to reconstruct vision in blind patients. Given the 

success of cochlear implants in restoring hearing to previously deaf subjects

22

system that mimics this multiple resjrionse then snbsecpient neuronal layers 

will respond in a natural manner. This characteristic opens opxaortnnities 

to restore function to areas where the natural ability of the neurones to 

respond has been compromised [21). This thesis presents the ability to use 

a CMOS imaging chip to respond to light, in a coded form, with the output 

comparable with activity recorded from a healthy retina. These streams 

of pulses are passed to a microfabricated array of electrodes which can be 

coupled to retinal tissue. The electrode arrays have been tested on the frog 

retina and have successfully recorded and stimulated retinal activity. This is 

seen as the basis on which to develop a retinal prosthesis in the long term.

An accessible region in which to study neuronal activity can be found in 

the eye, more specifically the retina, see Fig 1.1. There are certain conditions 

in which the retina can lose its light sensitivity. When this occurs, in extreme 

cases, the host will be rendered blind. It is believed tha t if the activity of 

a fully functional retina is recorded under natural light conditions, and this 

neuronal response understood, then by electrically stimulating a damaged

retina in the regions that still function normally, we can induce the perception 

of a visual scene [6], It is also believed tha t through stimulation of the retinal



Figure 1.1: Left, A schematic of the eye with the i)Osilioii of the retina 

indicated. Right, an exjranded image showing in more detail the cellular 

layers which make up the basic structure of the retina.

and. that the technology behind the auditory implant is similar to that em

ployed to the visual domain, it is with keen interest that the infancy period 

of the ret inal implant is monitored.

1.0.1 Applications of m icroelectrode arrays

The development of microfal)ricated nhcroelect rode arrays for neurobiological 

studies became established in the mid 90’s [136, 141, 144, 142, 149] and 

they hav{' found applications in many neurobiological studies. The ability 

of microelect rode arrays to electrically cou])le to neuronal cells and provide' 

a useful means of electrically activating the cells has been well documented

23



[138,150,163.104^

The successful application of microelectrode arrays as tools to record long 

term informa,tion from neurones of the retina and their pathwa,ys including 

the optic nerve and optic tectum [137, 157, 158, 159, 162, 140, 153] is well 

established. In addition to the pursuit of devices for visual rehabilitation, 

the application of electrode arrays to record information in-vitro from the 

central nervous system is another area of enormous scientific interest [151, 

152, 155, 146, 148]. The ai^plication of microelectrode arrays have been 

useful in monitoring Parkinsons disease and more recently, microelectrode 

arrays have found an excellent application in the pursuit of controlling and 

monitoring epileptic activity [143, 147].

.

A further application of microelectrode arrays has been for studying and 

directly infinencing cell cultures and their growth factors [139, 145, 154] with 

results suggesting tha t electrical stimulation and control of the surface pat

tern of the electrode arrays can affect the patterning of neuronal networks. 

Given the opportunity to monitor and affect, the growth patterns of neurones 

through multiples electrode sites, an understanding of neural networking is 

becoming available as is the ability to model such systems [156, 164. 165]. 

More recently studies into the effects of drug evaluation using cultured neu

rones utilising the high sensitivity of electrode arrays has developed [160].

The specific interest for this project is the application of microelectrodes 

as a means to restore some form of visual sensation. Several groiprs are using
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süiniilation. The common feature is the use of microfabricated microelec-

1
■a

microelectrode technology to aid in the restoration of sight [35, 14, 130, 129,

16] with encouraging results. Each research group is addressing the problem 

of restoring sight lost through visual degeneration by different approaches,
i:

be it stimulating the outer retinal cells, stimulating the optic nerve or brain

trode arrays. These microelectrode arrays must be able to couple electrically 

to the neurones and provide focussed stimulation from the electrode sites, 

whilst at the same time maintaining biocompatibility.

Given the success of microelectrode arrays at helping to understand neu

ronal signalling 1 believe that the fabrication of such devices on flexible sub

strates will provide an alternative approach to successfully providing a visual 

sensation for some forms of blindness. Through the ability of the flexible sub

strates arrays to conform to the contours of the retinal surface, more efficient 

coupling to retinal cells is likely with less traum a at the cellular interface.

1,1 R e tin a l D isease

The function of a retina can be compromised through damage, disease, 

traum a and physiological dysfunction. Each of these degenerative occur

rences affect the functionality of the retina in differing ways [100]. As such, 

it is unlikely that any one attem pt to manufacture a means to restore function 

will be applicable to all.

In order to restore functionality to tlie retina we must understand the way
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in which the finietionality has been reduced. For damage, this will be obvious 

through lesions or detachment. Tdanma however, is much more psychological 

in effect. In this instance the retina is likely to remain functional with the 

processing in the visual cortex becoming compromised [25]. Disease of the 

visual system can impact various components of the visual pathway and will 

require specific tailoring of engineered systems to have maximum Ijcnefit. 

Physiological dysfunction is a complex area, however, there are twn known 

forms of degenerative effects that are well understood Age Related Macula 

Degeneration (AMD) and retinitis Pigmentosa. (RP). In these cases, the im- 

dersta,nding of the cause and its long term impact to visual conformance 

are well documented. We therefore benefit from histological knowledge of 

the disease from onset to complete blindness. In this instance engineered 

systems may offer an ability to recover functionality [59, 124].

1.1 ,1  A g e  R e la te d  M acu la  D eg en era tio n

W ithin the western world, age related macula degeneration is the most com

mon cause of blindness in persons over the age of 65, ranking second after di

abetic retinopathy in patients aged between 45-64. Several factors have been 

linked to AMD including, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, sex (women 

are more likely than men to develop the disease), light ocular pigmentation 

and smoking [127]. The degenerative effects of AMD affect the pigment in 

the epithelium layer of the retina and later kill off the cone photoreceptors 

(See Fig I .l) . Approximately I person per hundred over 65 have either AMD 

or RP and this number increases to I in 8 of people over 85.
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There are two forms of AMD, wet and dry (atrophic and choroidal neo- 

vascnlarization). Generally, the occurrence of abnormal new blood vessel 

growth below the sensory retina or epithelium leads to haemorrhaging and is 

responsible for visual desensitivity. The new vessel growth is complimentary 

to new fibrous growth which become the dominant change to the sensory 

retina.

1.1 ,2  R e tin it is  P ig m e n to sa

Retinitis pigmentosa is characterised by visual dysfunction of the photore

ceptors and thereafter snlrseqnent cellular layers. It affects approximately 

30,000 families in the UK [127] and roughly 1.5 million people globally. Al

though RP is a group of disorders, the common form of degenerative effect is 

through the reduction of rhodopsin in the retina, responsible for the adsorp

tion of light. The characteristic onset of RP is through loss of rods, see Fig 

1.1, (which are responsible for night vision) and progressive loss of the visual 

field. Subjects with advanced RP will have no retiiially detectable response 

to light stimulus (no electroretinograni response).

There have been many approaches to treat the disease with little or no 

benefit reported. These treatm ents are similar to that used for AMD and 

ha.ve included minerals, ozone, muscle tra.nsplants, cortisone and more re

cently high doses of vitamin A to slow the progressive rate of the disease 

[110]. There is also research into gene therapy which is very much in its 

infancy although shows promise. In principal gene therapy is a preferred
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at the retinal surface [129]. In this way adverse effects can be avoided and 

dose levels monitored in a highly controllable way.

1.2 P ro s th e tic  d ev e lo p m en ts  to  re s to re  v ision

There are over 40 groups around the world looking to develop prosthetic 

devices to restore vision. Several are already looking at commercialisation 

of snch devices inclnding, Optobionics (www.optobioiiics.com) who liave im

planted their silicon pixel detector into 6 patients for biocompatibility studies 

over a period of 18 months, seen in fig 1.2, Second Sight(www.2-sight.com) 

who have reported the irerceptioii of visual phospheries upon stimulation of 

human retina with their device in the short term ,fig 1.3, and the Dobelle 

institiite(www.dobelle.com) who have used a 3D bed of nails array implanted 

ill the visual cortex to restore some form of vision in 1 patient since 1998. 

Each of these groups are reporting success in clinical trials of their devices 

[13, 14, 23, 129] however, what is still not clear is which approach at restoring 

vision represents the better opportunity long term.

The approach undertaken in this thesis is to couple the optical detector 

directly to a microfabriacted array which is placed directly onto the surface of 

the retina. In this way we use the natural optics of the eye to focus the image 

onto the optical sensor. By the use of an active pixel sensor as the detector, 

the opportunity to x>rogram a neural network on chip exists and as snch it
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treatm ent strategy as it allows for targeted regeneration of the neuronal tis

sue. By the use of gene guns to inject material directly into the cells or via
'

implantation of slow release capsules regenerative material can be localised

http://www.optobioiiics.com
http://www.2-sight.com
http://www.dobelle.com


Figure 1.2: Au image of tlie Optolûonics silicon device implanted sub- 

retinally in the eye, upper left grey circle.

Figure 1.3: A schematic représentât ion of the approach employed by second 

sight at restoring vision. The user wears a pair of eye glasses which record 

and process the image before ])assiiig the details through an RF link to the 

device which is coupled to the eye.
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can accommodate the processing undertaken by the retina and be modified as 

onr nnderstaiiding of the retinal encoding develops. The fiexil)ie polymetric 

material used for the microelectrode array (which couples to the retinal cells) 

is able to effectively communicate information to and from the cells without 

damage due to the low tensile stress. In this way a nnicpie system has been 

developed to realise in the long term a viable retinal prostheses.

In determining the success of retinal prostheses ontwith clinical trials we 

must be satisfied with detecting responses from cells that have been stimu

lated. This is achieved by measuring the response of retinal cells under natu

ral light conditions in the first instance, to show coupling between Ifiological 

tissue and the engineered devices. We then look to apply an electrical signal 

to the cells via our micro engineered devices and detect a similar response. 

This type of testing allows the determination of stimulation thresholds and 

the effect of local stimulation nx>on neighbouring cell activation [35]. If onr 

manufactured devices elicit a response similar to the response of retinal tis

sue under normal light ilhnnina.ted conditions then it is likely the device will 

cause a natural response in the visual cortex.

In clinical trials the measure of success is determined directly from the 

host. When an image is presented to the subject, with a irrosthetic device 

implanted, sensations in the form of phosphenes of light have been reported. 

It has also been established tha t stimulating different areas of the retina or 

visual cortex results in varying localities of the perceived phosphenes (small 

white circles of light)[55, 67]. From these clinical trials wc. can bc' confi
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dent tha t existing approaches in the developments of a prosthetic device are. 

although in their infancy, viable.

A key parameter in the develo%)ment of a prosthesis is determining the 

nnmber of cells that need to be snccessfnlly stimulated in order that the host 

will perceive an improvement in the visual sensation (the cellular structure 

of the eye is detailed in chapter 2). Recently it has been suggested that the 

nnmber of retinal ganglion cells needing to be stimulated by a prosthetic de

vice is of the order of 625 (which is signiiicaiitly below the 1,000,000 ganglion 

cells found in the adult retina) with increases above this value offering, as we 

would expect; increasing visual awareness [49, 50]. The fabrication of micro

electrode arrays to have 625 stimulating sites in an area the size of the retina 

is currently well within fabrication capabilities. The power consumption of 

the electrodes and localised heating of the surrounding cellular tissue is likely 

to limit the maximum number of electrodes at this time [71].

Approaches to develop retinal prostheses can be separated into 3 cate

gories depending on which part of the visual system they couple to. Firstly, 

there are those which look to reconstruct the retinal function by coupling 

optical sensors directly to the retina, epi- and sub- retinal implants. This 

approach requires the greatest remaining functionality of the visual system. 

Secondly, those which bypass the retina and couple devices to the optic nerve, 

the communication link between the retina and the brain. Thirdly, those 

which stimulate visual cortex region of the brain directly [83].
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Each approach at develox^ing a prosthetic described previously looks to 

deliver an electrical signal to biological tissue. The arrangement of the cellu

lar tissue in each of the 3 cases is significantly different. For retinal implant 

devices, the cells are relatively 2D in arrangement, typically 3 cells deep [1]. 

For the devices tha t look to stimulate the optic nerve, they have to be cuff' 

shaped and stimulate cells which are contained in a cylindrical formation. 

And finally, to stimulate the visual cortex region of the brain, a device which 

offers full 3D .stimulating capabilities is required [61].

1.2 .1  R e tin a l Im p lan ts

Of the 3 approaches described, retinal imj^lants benefit greatly from having 

the easiest access to neurones of the visual pathway. As such, the surgery 

required to deliver an implant to the desired location is the least difficult. 

Situated at the rear of the eye, a functional retina has an area of approxi

mately Scuff of optically activate tissue. Once the retina is subject to a visual 

scene, chemical interactions occur which relay this information as electrical 

pulses to the l^rain [27]. The information contained in the visual scene is 

coded as trains of spikes both spatially and temporally [131, 132, 133]. If the 

retina is degenerate, the ability to convert the optical scene to an electrical 

representation is comi^romised.

However, if the output cells of the retina are still functional (see figures

2.1 and 2.3), there exists a means of passing electrical signals to the brain 

even if these signals have to be generated ontwith the retina. Thus, a digital 

imaging system coupled to the retina serves to represent the optical scene in
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an electrical from. This information is then passed to the optic nerve in a 

manner which is common for processing by the brain.

The 2D arrangement of cells in the retina has the potential to couple 

individual cells directly to a microfabricated detector array. This allows the 

possibility of high resolution detectors with high precision to utilise much of 

the surviving neuronal cells.

1.2 .2  O p tic  n erve im p lan ts
:

Optic nerve implants utilise cuff electrodes th a t surround the cells found 

in the optic nerve [64]. This technology is disadvantaged by the diificnlty 

in stimulating spatially isolated cells. Any applied electrical signals will pre

dominately have an effect on the outer cells of the optic nerve first in addition 

to cells found further inside. At this time it is unknown if enough cells can 

be stimulated independently to allow for useful vision. It benefits from being 

less invasive and of a lower clinical health risk than direct brain stimulation 

and is loss likely to detach than retiiially stimulating devices.

1 .2 .3  D eep  brain  s tim u la tio n

The most direct apx>roach to restoring vision comes from stimulating the 

visual cortex. This form of visual restoration requires the least amount of 

pathway function but has the biggest ethical consideration. Fortunately the 

visual cortex extends inwards from the surface of the brain and is therefore 

considered an accessible region [61]. The visual cortex is a 3D structure. Al

though there are currently 5 reported distinct functional layers, this nnmber
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could bc as high as 15. The area of the visual cortex is subject to change 

depending upon the degree of visual sensation. A realisable visual jn’osthesis 

for brain stimulation must be able to access the discrete layers of the brain 

and be fixed in position post surgery.

Several groups are looking at stimulating the brain directly and the Do

belle institute has had clinical trials in place for almost a decade [16]. There 

are 2 approaches currently under investigation, the first is surface mounted 

electrodes tha t stimulate the visual layers via increased electrical stimula

tion currents and secondly by the use of 3D probes, “bed of nails” which 

are implanted deep in the visual cortex. Each of the “nails” has multiple 

stimulation or recording sites along its length and as snch can access the 3D 

structural layers of the cortex [17, 18]. Results from brain monitoring using 

the 3D arrays has given rise to the understanding of local cortical field ac

tivity and have allowed for the determination of stimulation parameters that 

have led to the perception of phosphenes of light through direct electrical 

stimulation [16]. Patient numbers are low, and Dobelle has implanted only 

1 patient with surface mounted electrodes.

1.3 A  flex ib le m ic ro e le c tro d e  a r ra y  for in -v ivo  

re tin a l p ro s th e se s

As has been established, there are many possible approaches for retinal pros

thetic implants. The approach 1 have undertaken is for epi-retinal stimulation
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of the retinal ganglion cells. A process has been developed for the nianiifac- 

t.iirc of liexible micro electrode arrays which can accommodate the curvature 

of the retinal surface and couple electrically with the biological tissue [1]. In 

addition, through collaboration with the Rutherford Appleton laboratories 

an Active Pixel Sensor (APS) has been developed as the optical detector. 

The eventual aim is to bond directly the APS onto the flexible micro elec

trode array. As this PhD has looked to develop the proof of concept processes 

and detector for the next generation of implant this has not been the pri

mary focus. It is envisaged that the next generation of the technology will 

successfully realise this.

Our flexible microelectrode arrays utilise a commercially available poly- 

imide, PI2545 for the substrate and encapsulation layers as it is biocompat

ible and compliant with microfabrication techniques [128]. The availability 

of a world-class research c.leanroom facility at the University of Glasgow has 

enabled the development of innltielectrode arrays. Collaboration with the 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) has realised a functional APS pho

todetector for onr studies. Work undertaken at the University of Glasgow’s 

Institute for Biomedical and Life Sciences has successfully shown that wc can 

record and stimulate in-vivo retinal tissue in the Rana Temporaria frog [1]. 

It is likely that the ability to record large volumes of data from experiments 

with ever increasing stimulation electrodes will be a key issue in the long 

term development of nenroprosthetic devices. As the nnmber of stimulation 

sites increases the correlated response from the biological neural network on 

a larger scale can bc recorded and as such the understanding of the complex
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processing involved in the biological system can be derived. The snccessfnl 

experimentation using the frog retina for this thesis is signihcant as the nen- 

ronal cells are comparable in size to the cells found in the human retina. In

this way it can be expected tha t thresholds for stimulation of the frog retina

will be similar to those for human retinal tissue.

This thesis reports the success of developing flexible arrays which are 

suitable for stimulating and monitoring retinal neuronal ganglion cells. The 

characterisation of an optical detector suitable to replace the optical sensi

tivity of the retina is presented and the results from in-vivo biological testing 

is also shown.

The manner in which light enters the eye and is converted to electrical 

pulses suitable for representation of a visual scene in the brain are presented 

in Chapter 2. The electrical representation of a light evoked response from 

biological tissue is discussed. The functional layers of the retina and the way 

the microelectrode arrays couple to the cellular layers are described. The 

key functional concepts of the eye are explained and the way the engineered 

devices can best describe them is presented.

The process by which the arrays are fabricated is described in chapter 

3. The multistage processing steps rccpiired to realise a multi-site flexible 

recording array is explained. The electrical characteristics of the array elec

trodes are shown. The scalability of the fabrication process is outlined as we 

develop the nnmber of active electrodes from 8 to 74.
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In chapter 4 the IPIX APS detector is described and characterised. The 

IPIX chip is luonnted on a .specifically designed PCB connected to analogue 

and digital lines throngh wire bonds. The frequency ontpnt response of the 

detector to varying light intensities is shown and the output under mono- 

phasic and bi-phasic ontpnt settings is verified. The pixel to pixel uniformity 

and crosstalk levels are measured. The peak to peak pulse height levels are 

confirmed and we show that the maximum output level of 3.3V is in excess of 

what is required for snccessfnl stimulation of retinal tissue. It is demonstrated 

that the APS detector can be successfully operated from external applied 

voltage pulses and from the internal operative master clock.

The success of the microfabricated arrays for in-vivo studies is presented 

in chapter 5. Results from experimentation indicate the success of the device 

in coupling to the biological tissue and hence its suitability for recording and 

stimulating retinal cells. Analysis of the experimental data shows that a SNR 

in excess of 18 is readily achievable and verify the techniques employed in 

preparing the biological tissue. The ability to initiate responses from retinal 

ganglion cells to varying input pulse characteristics and derive a threshold 

voltage for stimulation of 400mV for pulse durations of Irris is presented. 

It is also shown that by increasing the applied voltages the nnmber of cells 

stimulated increases accordingly.

Finally, in chapter 6 1 conclude the results from the studies undertaken 

for this thesis. The snccessfnl development of a flexible substrate microelec

trode array of less than 20pm has been achieved for 8 and 74 electrode arrays.
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The platinum electrodes exhibit impedances of typically 20kU and 5ÜkU at 

IkHz as shown. Optimisation of the current densities for electrodeposition of 

the platinum electrodes was experimentally realised at 4nA /pnff. The inter- 

channel resistance between the fabricated channels was measured at 90GQ 

with inter-channel capacitance of 0.3pF. This results in discrete recordings 

from independent electrodes with no observable electrical crosstalk between 

channels.

The preparation of the retinal (rana temporaria) tissue allowed for excel

lent electrical coupling between the array electrodes and the biological tissue. 

As a result signal to noise ratios of 25:1 were achieved upon recording ac

tivated retinal cells. Fiom the high level of confidence in detecting actual 

retinal tissue response we then looked to electrically stimulate the tissue to 

determine threshold responses. For the successful stimulation of retinal cells 

using arrays developed by the processes stated in this thesis it is concluded 

that a voltage level of 400mV was the minimum voltage required to stimulate 

an action potential response from retinal ganglion cells. By applying voltage 

levels above this we conclude tha t we are able to activate and record action 

potential responses from cells distant to the activation site.

The development of an ajiplication specific pixel detector, the IPIX, al

lowed for the reproduction of electrical output waveforms consistent with 

typical action potential responses upon detection of light across a 10x10 ar

ray of 100/j.m pixels sensors. The output frequency of the waveforms in 

response to the light stimulus incorporated the 1ms bi-phasic nature of typ
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ical action potentials with a period and amplitude which conld be varied 

as required. The amplitude of the ontpnt waveform from the chip can be 

raised to a maximum level of 3.3V, in excess of what has been previously 

described as necessary. The combination of the variable period and ampli

tude of the response is seen as an im portant functional characteristic as we 

look to incorporate the internal processing undertaken by the retina. In ad

dition, the possibility to utilise the neural networking architecture of the chip 

will further compliment the application of the chip towards retinal prosthetic 

development as understanding of retinal processing develops.

1.3 .1  O verv iew  o f th e s is  o b je c tiv e s

The first step for any retinal prosthetic device is to develop a procedure 

for the snccessfnl fabrication of the key components. The fabrication of 

microelectrode arrays, which couple electrical systems to the biological tissue, 

will be presented for planar flexible substrate materials conforming to the 

curvature of the retina, these are intended for in-vivo placement.

The development and characterisation of an optical detector specifically 

tailored to meet the demands of a visual prosthetic device will also be pre

sented. The fabricated device will have an optically sensitive matrix of 10x10 

pixels. The design of the device is snch that the electrical output from these 

light activated pixels will be in a form typical of a normal biological system.
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Finally, I will use my developed microelectrode arrays to record light ac- 

tivated responses from retina. 1 will look additionally to stimulate the retina 

electrically with independent electrodes on the microelectrode array of wave

forms typically recorded from the in-vivo light response studies. Idom this, 

a optimum or threshold condition for the electrical stimulation parameters 

can be established.
1
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C hapter 2

Theory

41
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The retina is best described in three discrete layers for onr approach to 

engineer a prosthetic device. The first layer, the optically sensitive biological 

tissue of the retina, the rods and cones, convert the incident visual scene 

into electrical waveforms. Once the optical scene is detected, the output 

from the retina is transferred throngh three cellular layers to the optic nerve 

via the retinal ontpnt cells, the ganglion cells. We assume the pathways 

from the ganglion cell outputs of the retina to the visual cortex are intact, 

see Figure 2.1. The ganglion cells represent the 3rd layer of our retinal 

model. The remaining consideration is the processing undertaken between 

the photoreceptive cells and the ganglion ontpnt cells. The intermediate 

processing between the cells in this layer are compounded to be the 2nd 

layer of onr engineered model with the processing represented by a neuronal 

network. Î
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Ganglion cells

Interm ediate
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P ho to recep to rs
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optic chiasm
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lateral geniculate 
nucleus

optic radiation

primary 
visual cortex

figure 2.1: Diagram oi Visual pathway showing the eye, optic nerve and 

visual cortex on right hand diagram. Exploded view of the retina is shown 

on left.

Having described the layers of the retina as a 3-stage system our engi

neered approach to re])reseiiting this systems also is descrilxxl in 3 levels. 

The optically sensitive rods and cones are represented in our engineering ap

proach by a 10x10 array oi active pixels. The out])u( waveform of the j îxel 

sensor is bast'd upon previously recorded data from a light activated retina 

[1, 5]. The next step was to incorporate functionality associated with the 

processing undert aken bet ween t he ])hotoreceptors and the ganglion cells on 

the pixel array and this is achieved via a compntt'r cont rolled iienral network. 

Finally, the detected and processed information must be cou])led to the ex

isting pathways oi the retinal tissue, the ganglion cells, and this is achieved 

through microfabricated electrode arrays.
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This chapter outlines the functionality of the retina, the physiological 

steps that govern the detection of an optical image and how this is elec

trically represented by neurological signalling. The processing undertaken 

by the retina to achieve this conversion is outlined as is the approach to 

reconstruct this system via microengineered “intelligent” pixellated optical 

detecting devices. 1 highlight the considerable engineering success achieved 

and the difficulties experienced in implanting and controlling adequate cou

pling between the array and the retinal tissue surface.

The feasibility of our approach to develop a retinal prosthesis should be

come apparent. The underlying technologies used in developing our retinal 

prosthesis are in some instances well known with the others developed specif

ically for this project. The approach undertaken in this thesis to combine 

knowledge of existing particle physics pixel detectors with micro-engineered 

and neurobiological systems as a complementary system is novel. Hopefully 

the information presented within this chapter will convince the reader that 

the question of “when” an implant will be available is more appropriate than 

“if” such a device will ever be useful as an approach to reconstruct vision.

2.1 T h e  Eye.

The human eye is an exceptionally complex pixellated detector detecting both 

colour and monochromatic vision. It does so at approximately 25 frames per 

second. It is a direct outgrowth of the brain and is easily accessible through
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careful surgery. Owing to the complexity of the functional aspects of the 

eye. only a brief overview is provided with more detailed sections on areas

of specific interest to the project. Several of the concepts presented in this 

chapter are derived from a lecture course presented by Dr. J. D. Morrison of 

the Institute of Biomedical and Life Sciences at the University of Glasgow.

b

2 .1 ,1  S tru ctu re  o f  T h e  E ye.

The sclera and cornea provide the outermost protective layers of the eye 

and consist of layers of collagen, see figure 2.2. The significant difference 

between the transparent cornea and the opaque sclera results from the orderly 

arrangement of collagen. The sclera is penetrated by the optic nerve and the 

cilliary nerves at the rear of the eye, which circle the optic nerve at the 

junction.
Ï',"

The iris (Goddess of the Rainbow) is an extension of the choroid (a tissue 

layer rich in blood vessels that supplies oxygen and nutrients to the photore

ceptor layers of the eye) and forms the pupil (deriving from pupilla meaning 

little girl), an aperture of variable diameter controlled by the of smooth mus

cle cells ill the iris. The iris is coloured depending on whether the posterior 

surface only is pigmented (blue eyes) or both the anterior and posterior sur

faces are pigmented (brown eyes). Circular smooth muscles form the sphinc

ter pupillae and act to constrict the pupil (miosis) while radial muscle form 

the dilator pupillae are responsible for the dilation of the pupil (mydriasis).
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Figure 2.2: Seheiiiatic cross-section of the eye. highlight ing t he key functional 

components.

The optical elements of tlie eye, including lens and cornea, attribute an 

optical power of 4-55 dioptres (optical power =  1 /  (focal length)) and are 

responsible for the focussing of light from the outside world onto the retina. 

The lens fine-tunes the; focus and ensurc's tin; sharpness in visual acuity. The 

human retina covers an area of about 5 square cm and is situated airproxi- 

mately 18.2 mm behind the lens of the eye. Visual images incident on the 

retina are more commonly referred to in terms of the arc that they subtend 

as opposed to their height and distance. By this notation, 1 degree of arc 

spans a dist ance of 290//m across the retina on average.
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2 .1 .2  T h e  R e tin a

The retina consists of ordered layers of tissue tha t can be found coating

the rear inner surface of the eye. Functionally, the retina converts incident

light into a series of electrical signals (similar in concept to a digital imaging

camera). Once the electrical signals are generated they propagate through 
,

the layers ol the retina before being passed along the optic nerve to the 

visual cortex region of the brain. On propagating through the various layers 

of the retina, there are known to be several processing functions that occur 

and which act to converge the output from the 10  ̂ optical sensory elements 

(rods and cones) to the 10  ̂ output cells of the retina (ganglion cells). There 

is a key functional distinction between the rods and cones in that the rods 

function in dim light, scotopic vision, whereas the cones are responsible for 

bright light or colour vision, photopic vision.

A point to note at this stage is tha t only the photoreceptors, the rods 

and cones, are responsible for representing the visual scene. A very small 

number of ganglion cells are light responsive however are involved only in 

maintaining circadian rhythm. Whenever reference is made to the stimulus 

of other cell types, it is im portant to note that this has included a response 

from the photoreceptors (or via our externally generated representation of 

these electrical signals) and is concerned with the elicited electrical response 

that follows.
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2 .1 .3  P h y sio lo g y

The retina (a net) consists of a conihination of neural layers that are an 

outgrowth from the brain (diencephalou innermost). The dev(doimierit of 

the retina is oirservable at very early stages of foetal development. The 

retina can be thought of as consisting of two primary jrarts (of combined 

thickness 300//ni): the pigment epithelium (PE) and the neuronal layers, see 

figure 2.3. ( Fhere are five classified neuronal s])ecies found in the retina; the 

photoreceptors, ganglion cells, horizontal cells, bipolar cells and amacrine 

cells).

Photoreceptors (light 
sensitive) 10  ̂(T'élis

Horizontal. Bipolar 
and amachne cells 
(HC''. A(f) (processing ) . ^

AC 4%%

9

(Tranglion cells 
(output) 10̂  (T'élis

Pigment epithelium

Muller Glial Cells 
(MC)

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the retina showing five classified neuronal species 

found in the retina and the layered structured of the cellular tissue.
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Figure 2.4; An example of the connections between a sensory neurone, 

the cell body and the synaptic endings. The axonal connection is a fast 

acting link that conveys the information between the cells. (Image from 

WWW. biology m ad. com )

Adjacent to the PE exist the photoreceptors which are linked to the gan

glion cells via bipolar neurons. Retinal neurones are arranged in discrete 

layers with the cell bodies of the photoreceptor cells forming the Outer Nu

clear Layer (ONL), the cell bodies of the bipolar cells form the Inner Nuclear 

Layer (INL) and the cell bodies of the ganglion cells form the Ganglion Cell 

Layer (GCL). Between these layers are the plexiforin layers which contain 

dendrites, narrow branching projections from the neuronal cell bodies. The 

dendrites receive impulses form the axons of other neurons and feed this to 

the cell body.
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There are many cell types found in the discrete layers of the retina. Most 

im portant to this study are; Horizontal cells, laterally orientated in the INL, 

amacrine cells which connect between bipolar cells and ganglion cells.

There is considerable importance associated with the Muller Glial cells
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which envelop all the neurones and their processes acting as a discrete insu

lating layer. They extend from the photoreceptors to the inner margin of the 

retina.

The ganglion cell layer forms an im portant layer for this project. The 

ganglion cells are the output cells of the retina and feed the information 

incident on the photoreceptors to the optic nerve via axonal interaction, see 

figure 2.4. In turn, the optic nerve feeds information to the visual cortex 

of the brain. Histological sectioning of the human retina reports around 

10*̂  ganglion cells feeding the optic nerve. In terms of our ambition for a 

retinal prosthesis we need the connections from the ganglion cells to the 

visual cortex to be intact. This is why we envisage our prosthesis being 

best suited to Age Related Macular Degeneration and Retinitis Pigmentosa 

[108]. Recent investigations have shown tha t the effect of degeneration on the 

ganglion cells is greater in subjects with RP than AKID though preservation 

of ganglion cells still exists. [109]

It seems counter intuitive that the set-up of the retina appears to work as 

an apparent ’back-propagation’ system. The light must travel the depth of 

the retina to reach the rods and cones. The reason for the retina’s seemingly 

inverted architecture is that the photoreceptors recphre a continuous supply 

of oxygen and a means to remove debris from the continually regeneratiii 

rods. Thus the retina evolved with the rods and cones positioned close to 

tlie blood flow found at the rear of the retina or at the pigment epithelium.
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Figure 2.5: A image of the human retina showing the fovea, photoreceptors 

ami the displacement of cellular tissue around the fovea 1 })it.

2.1.4 The Fovea

Within the retina there exists a pit of radii 5 degrees. This pit is a charac

teristic of all primate retinae and is an area of increased cell density, an area 

centralis. Generally the smallest neurones are found in this area centralis 

with dendrictic tree and cixonal diameter increasing at increased eccentric

ity. Primate fovea develop a further dimpling between 18-45 months after 

l)irth and the area centralis is exposed via the displacement of neurones in 

the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and inner nuclear layer (INL). This exposes 

the foveal photoreceptors directly to incoming light and increases their light 

sensitivity (as shown in Fig 2.5).

\ \  ithin the central 2 degrees of the fovea, the only photoreceptors that 

are present are cones (responsible for colour vision). In the primate fovea, 

the cones are very slender to increase the packing density and are I/mi in
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diameter with an inter cone spacing of 0.5/mi. It is this fine mesh that is the 

essence of oiir visual resolution. Ontwith this area centralis the diameter of 

the cones increase and rods become involved in the visual sensation.

In general, the photoreceptors of the eye hyperpolarise when subject to 

light stimulus (the strength of the electric field across the cell is increased). 

The amount of hyperpolarisation that occurs depends logarithmically on the 

intensity of the input stimulus and lasts as long as the stimulus remains 

(negating the effects of retinal adaptation) [81]. Retinal adaptation occurs 

in the presence of a continued intensity background luminosity. Under such 

conditions the retina “adapts” to the background and extracts the variation 

in intensity as a percentage of the background. In this way the retina main

tains its visual acuity across several log units of intensity range. For this 

reason the response of the cells is often called a graded potential.

2 .1 .5  R o d  F u n ction

The process by which light entering the eye is absorbed by rod photoreceptors 

and mediates an electrical response to the brain is explained only in brief here 

and in detail in [24, 40, 41, 75, 78] and the following section, section 2.1.6
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A rod is has four primary components, an outer segment which connects 

to the pigment epithelium (PE), an inner segment, a cell body and a fast act

ing synaptic terminal which connects the rod to the neural pathway leading 

to the optic nerve and the brain, s(;e figuo! 2.6. Tlu^ outca' segnuait contains
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Figure 2.6: A schematic image oI a human rod cell indicating the outer seg

ment, inner segment and the synaptic terminal. The outer segement connects 

to the pigment epithelium.

a stack of disks that are continually replaced and ensures the health of the 

photoreceptor. The disks and the surrounding membrane contain rhodopsin 

(also known as visual purple, and is the photo-reactive protein stored in 

rod cells of the retina) which constitutes 85 per cent of the total amount of 

protein present in the outer segment. Rhodopsin is a rod specific opsin (a 

spectrally selective protein which accounts for spectral sensitivity) which is 

responsible for photosensitivity. Photons entering the eye are absorbed by 

the cis-retinal with the transduction cascade catalysed by the high concen

tration of rhodopsin.

Once the light has been detected the information is passed through the 

layts's of the retina, sc'e fig 2.3 for diagram. Tlu^ first synapse involved is that
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between the photoreceptors a,nd the bipolar cells and is activated through 

the neurotransm itter glutamate. This information is correlated with that 

passed between the horizontal cells (which pass information laterally across 

the retina between photoreceptors)found at the connection between the pho

toreceptor /  bipolar interface. This is the first step in processing the image 

from the high number of photoreceptors to the factor of 100 less ganglion 

cells. The bipolar cells then make connections with the ganglion cells in the 

inner plexiforin layer. The inner plexiforin layer has amacrine cells which 

connect across multiple ganglion cells and mediate the input from the bipo

lar cells. After this stage of processing, the ganglion cells become active and 

a signal is sent along the optic nerve [40].

The key contribution to RP derives from the shedding of the outer disks 

contained in the outer segment. If the shedding of the disks is either over- 

active or disrupted then the delicate renewing process of the photoreceptor 

becomes imbalanced and the onset of RP is likely.

2 .1 .6  T h e  cellu lar restin g  p o te n tia l

4

The fundamental relationship between ion concentration and the potential of 

a cellular membrane is defined by the Xernst equation which was published 

in 1888 [189]. Nernst derived this equation from statistical mechanics and it 

was later incorporated into the Goldrnan-Hodgkin-Katz. The derivation of 

this equation is outlined in the following text as it helps outline the processes
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Where is the molar fiiix density of ion S (due to diffusion), c., is

the local concentration of S and D,, is the diffusion coefficient of S. As tlie 

diffusion of ion S from the inside of the cell to the outside occurs, the outside 

of the cell becomes more positively charged with respect to the inside of the 

cell. This movement of ions is defined by the electrophoretic (Drift ) equation:

h \ i /

^ d r i f t s  -  “ f f . D

Where Mdriftf, is the molar flux density of ion S (due to d r i f t ) , i s  the 

mobility of S in the membrane and T is the potential of the membrane. 

The equations for diffusion and drift combine to give the overall molar flux 

density:
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involved at the cell surface [105]. These processes are fundamental to action 

potential formation and an understanding of this is crucial to this thesis.

Consider a cell with a high concentration of a iiositively charged ion S
‘

inside and a lower concentration of ion S outside whicli are separated by a 

membrane permeable only to ion S. Owing to the large concentration gradient 

across the mcmbrarie ion S will diffuse out of the cell. The diffusion of ions 

down a concentration gradient is explained by Pick’s first law:



M
_  d c ^  J \ | /

dx dx

111 order to get the current from molar flux you must multiply by the 

valence z,, of the ions, and Faradays constant.

/
dx dx

where F is Faradays constant, R  is the gas constant (8.314 J /m ol K), and 

T is the absolute temperature

Using the Nernst-Einstein relationship,

D M I
z.F

and substituting this into the current represented form we ol^tain a com

mon form of the Nernst-Plank Equation:

z.FD, dc_ z,F dxs
 1 c  -------
dx RT dx

By now setting 1=0 as we are interested in the steady state condition
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and integrating across the width of the membrane we obtain the Nernst 

Eqiiilibrimn Condition:

Where T, is the potential inside the cell, is the potential outside the 

cell [s]i is the concentration of ion s inside the cell and [s]» is the concentration 

of ion s outside the cell.

2 .1 .7  N eu ro n a l F u n ctio n a lity  and th e  A c tio n  P o te n tia l

Any living cell has a surface membrane called the plasma membrane.
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The use of the Nernst equation is limited to determining the potential 

for a single type of ion. There are multiple types of ions at a cell membrane 

interface and the equilibrium potential depends on the permeability of the 

membrane and the concentration of ions. The membrane potential in this 

case is represented by the Coldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation where E is the 

equilibrium resting potential:

Primary neurobiology investigations in the literature were concerned with 

the movement of ions across the cellular membrane and the resulting change 

in potential. It is a direct result of this change in potential that all cellular 

mechanisms are controlled.
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p  [ 4 A + R l A + [ c ] , f lc

Where [A], [Bj and [C] correspond to the relative concentrations of ions A,B 

and C and “i” and ‘3d” indicate either inside or outside of the cell respec

tively. The notation A.B and C represent the ions of interest and P is the 

permeability of the cell membrane for a specified ion. The highest perme

ability of a cell membrane at rest is for potassium hence the resting potential 

approximates to the Nernst approximation for potassium.

This membrane separates the intracellular environment from the extracellular 

environment. A further membrane is concerned with the nuclear region and 

so is termed the nuclear membrane. Although each type of membrane tends 

to act as an impermeable barrier to the flow of ions there exist aqueous 

pores deriving from the presence of proteins that permit specific transitional 

ionic species across the membrane. The thickness of the membrane governs 

the traiisniembrane potential. Historically the potential is referenced to the 

outside of the cell and, for a small cell, is temporally uniform across its 

surface to within 100 pico-seconds [116]. The transmembrane potential for 

cells found in the retina is typically in the range of -50 to -80mV, see figure 

2.7.

Should there be a sudden increase in the charge potential (resulting from 

a flow of ions) across the membrane the magnitude of the voltage across the 

membrane is also altered. This gives rise to a more negative transmernlrrane
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potential. In this instance, the cell has become hyperpolarised. Should there 

exist a sudden decrease in the charge potential then the cell is deemed to 

depolarise. The change in charge potential results from ionic transfer through 

an aqueous pore and a corresponding redistribution of charge. It is this 

electrotonic spread which conveys information across the bulk of the cell.

Aqueous pore channels are not the only way in which ions can traverse the 

membrane. There exist pumps and exchangers which exhibit other method

ologies for variations in membrane potentials. For our studies however, the 

aqueous pores provide the ionic channels of interest, more specifically, they 

are responsible for the existence of voltage-gated ionic channelling.

W ith the electrotonic distribution of charge, parts of the cell contain 

channels that are adapted to sense this fluctuation in electric field and open 

or close in response to it. Cells containing channels which respond in this 

way are called voltage-gated ionic channels. There are two types of voltage 

gated channels both acting in response to depolarisation of the cell. When 

the depolarisation is sufficient to open the first of these channels, sodium 

ions travel from a relatively high concentration outside the cell across the 

membrane. The flow of positive charge further reduces the charge separation 

across it causing further depolarisation. In response, the second type of 

voltage gated channel acts to reduce the magnitude of the depolarisation by 

the slow opening of the potassium ion channel allowing the flow of the ions 

out of the cell. Ionic channels are common to all cells, though in neurons 

they respond to the variations in the transmembrane potential.
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Figure 2.7: A schematic of an action potential (referenced intracellular). The 

resting potential is commonly -70niV and peaks at -f40mV when an action 

potential occurs(modified from http://z.about.com).

The electrotonic signal is experienced very locally and does not allow the 

propagation of information over long distances. However, axonal connections 

allow the neuron to ])ass information over longer distances. The combined 

eliect of the voltage gated channels and the presence of the axon is what 

gives rise to a measurable action potential from ganglion cells. Crucially, 

for the production of action potentials depolarisation of the transmembrane 

l)otential must occur.

Once the action potential has bec'ii realised, the sodium and ])otassium 

l('V ('ls ai(> K'stored by tlu' indmaice of pumj)s and excliangers. Molecular
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pumps contained in the membrane push the sodium ions out of the cell and 

thus allow the potassium ions to recover in the cell. Exchangers primarily 

affect the flow of calcium and use the energy gained from the flow of the 

sodium and potassium ions to provide the energy for the transfer.

Given the physical process of spike train production from the chemical 

interactions involved above, the significance of how this spike train informa

tion relates to a visual scene is pertinent to the development of the image 

reconstruction. When exposed to a time varied stimulus it is known that the 

ganglion cells respond with an initial brief cluster followed by a sustained 

period of inactivity [13]. If the data  is analysed historically over many trials 

then the clusters of spike trains can be seen to occur reliably on occasion to 

within 1ms. Coincidentally, the spike clusters tha t are produced are not only 

reproducible in their timing but also in the number of spiking activity per 

cluster. It is suggested, though not published, that the key parameters in 

the spike clusters for the representation of the visual scene are the timing of 

the initial spike resulting from the optical stimulus and the number of spikes 

contained therein, but not the timing between spikes for the event. If this 

result indeed holds true then it simplifies the requirements for spike train 

deployment into the visual pathways from our fabricated arrays [111].
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2.2 D iseases

From section 1.1 we know there are many diseases that affect the functioiiah 

ity of the retina including vascular, inflammatory or infectious. For our ap

proach in developing a retinal prostheses we require the functionality of the 

pathways, irrespective of the cause, post-photoreceptors, to be maintained.

Both AMD and RP are photoreceptor degenerative diseases that affect the 

visual system as it ages, more specifically where it ages ontwith the normal 

aging process. Both diseases more prevalent in persons aged over 50 years. 

AMD and RP are respectively the main forms of blindness in the western 

world. AMD affects 1 person per 100 over 65 with this number reaching 1 in 

8 of those over 85. RP affects approximately 1:3500 persons over 65 with 10 

per cent of those Ijecorning registered blind each year [128j.

2.3 P ro s th e s is

The understanding of retinal function is a prerequisite to the possibility of 

restoring sensory input to the visual pathways. To achieve a retinal prosthesis 

we are constrained by engineering capabilities and neuronal requirements. 

The extent the visual system will adapt to an “engineered” input is largely 

unknown. It is therefore essential that we ensure our approach mimics closely 

the observed outputs of retinal ganglion cells, even though this may prove to 

be “over-engineered” .
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There are various approaches when attem pting to restore the functionality 

of the retina, each exhibit advantages and disadvantages. At this stage, 

there is little evidence to suggest which will prevail in the eventual goal of 

realising a retinal prosthesis. In primitive terms the optical system can be 

divided into the detector (the retina), higher order processing (visual cortex, 

brain) and the intermediate connection (optic nerve). Electrical stimulation 

of any of these elements has been seen to offer some sensation of vision 

[13, 14, 22]. This is reported as the perception of phosphenes (generally 

annular areas of increased light intensity for the subject). Stimulation of the 

optic nerve is unlikely to be able to offer the position sensitivity required for 

functional vision given the 3D geometry of the cellular layer. Direct brain 

stimulation has ethical opposition and considerable consequences for surgical 

complications. Retinal stimulation is hoped to provide the required spatial 

awareness and a minimal safety risk, though is limited to repairing retinal 

degeneration only.

2 .3 .1  Im p lan tin g

For the retinal prosthesis to be viable, a means of coupling effectively and 

consistently with the retinal output cells must be achieved. The process 

of implanting a device must be compliant with the environment of the sur

rounding retinal tissue and non-agitating. The device must therefore be self 

contained and surgically robust. For our manufactured devices this is a future 

consideration. However, we have been aware of these requirements and the 

fabrication process has incorporated miniaturisation capabilities (an ability 

to reduce the feature size yet maintain yield) needed for realisable retinal im-
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sub-retinal

Figure 2.8: Schema tic of the surgical locations of a suh-rctinal and epi-retinal 

implant. (Note the lack of external connections).

plantation from the engineering outset. Fig 2.8 shows the locations of retinal 

iin])lants either sub-retinally or epi-retinally.

A means of ensuring that the implanted device will remain in absolute 

])osition irrespective of eye movement or cranial shock is of paramount im

portance. The possil)ility of implementing surgical tacks that will fix tlu' 

implant in position has been adopted by Humayun et al.[29. 35]. Other ap

proaches include placing the array between the retina surface and the inner 

lining membrane [113]. Either of these approaches could be eventually re

alised ill our iinal array design and research in this avenue will prove which 

is likely to offer the most suitable method for future implants.
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2 ,3 .2  B io co m p a tib ility

An im portant consideration for implanting devices in the body is tha t the 

host will not reject them. The considerations for Ihocompatibility are dis

cussed in more detail in chapter 3, sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.8 and in references 

[7, 9, 89, 91], Rmdam ental requirements are that the device must be of 

a size allowing for adequate positioning on the retinal surface and provide 

long-term functional benefit post surgery.

The physical process of inserting any form of neuroprosthesis is likely 

to initiate the bodies natural defence mechanisms (in the short term  post 

surgery). Careful attention must be given to ensure that no excess inflam

matory response from tlie host is likely. In addition, tlie material of choice 

for the implant must not initiate an immune response and hence a likely 

rejection mechanism from the host.

2 .3 .3  H ea tin g

Given the active pixel sensor is an electrically powered device, there will exist, 

local heating around the implanted array as the device dissipates power. The 

amount of heat released could be of significant impact in terms of the effect 

on retinal cells. Alternative approaches are underway (in other research 

establishments [67]) to accommodate external imaging devices and pass the 

detected and processed image to an implanted array of electrodes [3, 16, 29].
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Typically this is achieved using eye glasses with imaging cameras substituting 

the lens. This removes problems of electrically powering the optical detector 

at the retinal surface and therefore benefits from removing any unwanted 

localised heating of the retina. Detected information could either be hard 

wired to the electrode array through a small incision at the side of the retina 

or alternatively, RF coupled through the use of wound wire coils. Both these 

solutions have their associated problems but provide a suitable solution in 

the first proof of concept designs.

The aqueous humour of the retina will offer some heat sinking capacity 

for the active pixel sensor. The ainount of heating that can be dissipated 

in this way may not offer a suitable tem perature gradient to accommodate 

the local heating of the IPIX chip however. It has been reported [71] tha t 

a temperature increase of 0.4'^C at the retina surface may well degrade its 

lifetime although more recently [134] that 0.7°C may well be tolerable. It 

is also likely tha t if the tem perature increase is too great, the rate at which 

the waveforms are pulsed onto the retina can be reduced which will corre

spondingly reduce the power requirements and hence localised heating at the 

retinal surface.

2 ,3 .4  C ellu lar C ou p lin g  to  th e  E lec tro d e  A rrays

In order tha t a suitable electrical signal can be presented locally to the retinal 

surface, sufficient coupling between the electrode array and the retinal cells 

must be established. If the array is not coupled directly to the ganglion
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cells of the retina then the signal from the stimulation or recording site will 

be dissipated across a residual fluid layer. If tin] array is positioned on the 

retinal surface with too much pressure then it is possible the cells will be 

damaged.

Achieving the optimal condition for coupling relies heavily upon the flex

ibility of the electrode array. Primarily the substrate provides the major 

mechanism for affecting the overall flexibility of the arrays. Previous a t

tempts at fabricating devices by the process outlined in section 3 has seen 

the use of kapton polyimide substrate materials from 7.5 pm to 125 pm thick. 

The thinner substrates proved through previous engineering experience to be 

very difficult to fabricate, on due to the need to use vacuum positioning tables 

at various stages in the processing. The thicker substrates were more sus

ceptible to neural tissue damage when moving into contact (epi-retinally. see 

figure 2.8 for location) with the retinal tissue, see figure 2.9 for location of the 

IPIX array on the fiexilrle substiute material and represented schematically 

in the eye. However, by utilising multilayer metfiods of spinning polyimide 

(PI2545), we were able to control directly (and in sub 2.5 pm steps) the 

thickness of the substrate layer and these problems were largely overcome. 

This is outlined in more detail in Chapter 3 section 3.4.

The quality of the interface between the electrodes and the retinal surface 

can be determined by utilising the recording capabilities of the arrays. If 

the retina is stimulated by light and the electrodes detect suitable signal 

strength action potentials (Signal to Noise Ratio, SNR. greater that 10). the
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MicrocIèÔlr
array

Monolithic active pixel sensor

Retinal surface

Figure 2.9; Schematic of the surgical locations of the Epi-retinal IPIX (mono

lithic active pixels sensor) chip implant on the flexible microelectrode array. 

Although the exact position of the IPIX chip is variable it does indicate 

a likely position for future in-vivo im]dantation (Note the lack of external 

connections).

coupling can be assumed to be good. Detection of an Electroretinogram 

(ERG) response at this stage also indicates the health of the retina. This 

method gives confidence in the success of the retinal preparation and the 

positioning of the array before electrical stimulation studies are undertaken.

Should there be a lack of signalling from the retina then there exists the 

possibility of repositioning the array on the retinal surface. This may be 

necessary on occasion due to the possibility of fluid layers being trapped be

tween the retinal surface and the arrays. If this is the case then the fluid 

layers can l)e absorbed mechanically from the surface before the experimen

tation is repeated. In these studies, due to the adsorption of oxygen from
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the atmosphere and the cold-blooded nature of the frog, the preparation 

will remain viable for a few hours increasing the opportunity of successful 

experimentation.

2.4 N e u ra l  C o m p u ta t io n

The neural computations performed by the retina are extremely complicated 

processes. This processing is immediately apparent when comparing the 

number of output cells, the ganglion cells, to the optically sensitive cells, 

the photoreceptors. We find there be a factor of 100 less ganglion cells than 

photoreceptive cells in the retina [188]. The processing is further complicated 

given that tiic're arc' many cell typers that pcaform diffère ait tasks. There arc 

ceils which respond to the onset of light, on cells [77], cells which respond 

when light stimulus is terminated, off cells, cells that detect motion only in 

one direction [81], cells tha t detect only the edges of objects and cells that 

respond only to either red, green or blue light.

Each of the cell types can be identified lay providing a selective visual 

stimulation. Once the cells have been identified, differing stimulation pat

terns can characterise their function [86]. The difficulty is in ascertaining 

what computations are applied by the visual system when multiple stimula

tion sites are activated. Moreover, determining what cell types are coupled 

to proximal electrodes is often not obvious [85].
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Given the presented difficulties, the ability to incorporate coding algo

rithms to the detected image, allowing pre-processing of this information 

before passing to the retinal surface, should allow increased effectiveness. 

There lias been a large volume of research into neural networking algorithms 

with many forms specifically focussing on the retina [37].

2.4 .1  O verv iew  o f  th e  p rop osed  tech n o lo g ica l m od el

A system has been developed that couples electrically micro fabricated micro

electrode arrays to biological tissue. In achieving this it is possible to monitor 

the output of the biological tissue in response to known light stimuli. The 

recorded activity recorded in this way can be used to programme the output 

of a specially developed pixel detector.

In this study a 10x10 monolithic active pixel sensor (IPIX) has been 

developed to mimic the photoreceptors of the retina for a prosthetic device. 

The electrical signals generated by the IPIX chip are designed to create 

output action potential waveforms from ganglion cells (using microelectrode 

arrays) in response to incident light.

Through successful development of the required microfabrication tech

niques and success of the IPIX chip when evaluated, it was possible for me 

to develop a proof-of-concept system using 5/nn and 50/nn stimulating and 

recording electrodes. The electrodes were seen under experimentation to 

couple extracellularly. with high cellular precision, to ganglion cells of the
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retina. It was possible to achieve signal-to-noise ratios that were routinely 

in excess of 18:1 (see section 5) for the fabricated electrodes whilst recording 

from retinal cells. As a result of this success, a platform has been realised 

tha t will allow for the coupling of microfabricated microelectrode arrays and 

electronic detector technologies that mimic retinal response.

The design of the hexagonal close packed electrode geometry offers the 

highest packing density of electrodes onto the retina surface and hence the 

highest possible realisable visual acuity. Finally, through the effective record

ing of large volumes of experimental data the ability to decipher the wiring 

diagrams of the retina becomes a possibility and therein the opportunity to 

develop more appropriate neural network algorithms becomes a reality.
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C hapter 3

Fabrication

3.1 In t ro d u c t io n

In recent decades micro fabrication technologies have been in ever increasing 

demand by consumer electronics markets. As such, they have Imen subject 

to exceptional technological advancements. Realisation of miniaturised de

vices coupling highly resolved and spatially controlled features has enabled 

the possibility of applying this technology to the biological sciences (more 

specifically in the field of neuronal experimentation) and has become a mul

tidisciplinary research interest.

There has been significant research interest in the application of multi

ple micro-electrodes towards the study of retinal function [3, 4. 5, 129, 134, 

1, 123, 102]. Previous to the application of microelectrode arrays, research 

recorded single unit responses using micro pipette patch clamping (a thin 

glass tube heated and stretched to form a needle like tip of a few microns
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diameter), but until recently there has been not existed the capability of 

looking at global retinal responses by such means. Fabricated microelec

trode arrays offer a key advantage over patch clamping technologies as they 

require only one surgical step for positioning yet allow for the monitoring of 

multi-unit responses through a 2-D array of multiple recording sites. This 

multiple recording capability allows for increased functional understanding 

as the interconnected pathways of the retina, are probed.

An additional benefit of the fabricated microelectrode arrays is the ability h

to use some of the electrodes to apply a controlled electrical pulse directly S
If:

to the retinal surface [57]. This allows the opportunity to apply a known y
!=

waveform directly onto the cellular tissue and measure, in-vivo, the neuronal 1]

response. Hence, there is the opportunity to measure both the response of 7

light activated retinal tissue from the array recording electrodes and to elec- y

trically activate retinal tissue using the stimulating electrodes. This gives 

an opportunity to determine correlated stimulation thresholds. The correla

tion of the optical response of the retina (more specifically the ganglion cell 

bodies) with an electrical response is central to any future work on retinal 

prostheses. W ith the microelectrode arrays we can monitor responses from 

electrically activated neurons through nearest neighbour recording electrodes 

and hence evaluate the respective threshold currents. This will further aid 

neurobiologists to develop an increasingly more detailed understanding of 

retinal functionality through measuring correlated functionality. Eventually 

this will enable the possibility of electrically stimulating the retina in a dis- 

crct(' high density manner tlius offering the ])ossibility to restore some form
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of useful vision.

There is considerable diversity in the fabrication methods and materials 

chosen for development of microelectrode arrays [5, 167, 168, 169, 170] and 

each address a different technological challenge. Many devices are fabricated 

on solid materials such as indiurn tin oxide or silicon which offer the possi

bility of high electrode counts due to highly planar substrates and excellent 

compatibility with existing microfabrication technologies. They are however 

unable to accomodate any curvature normally found in neuronal clusters for 

implantation be it the retina or other area of the central nervous system and 

therefore they would be unable to maintain good cellular coupling in this 

instance. My choice of flexible polymetric substrate material addresses this 

issue.

In comparison to other flexible microclcctrodc arrays that have been de

veloped [171, 172, 173] the careful control to the scalability requirements 

allows the arrays I have developed to realise high yields of devices with 5pm 

electrodes. This greatly exceeds the work in the field especially at the high 

electrode counts realised in this project.

This section outlines the procedure for the fabrication of microelectrode 

arrays as used in neurobiological experimentation. In developing the array 

fabrication procedure I was keen to satisfy biocompatibiliy, flexibility and 

scalability demands. In achieving this it is envisaged that the fabrication 

process will remain viable for arrays with increased electrode counts and
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densities as required for future higher density studies. The photolithogra.phie 

processes are outlined and the experimentally realised microfabricated arrays 

presented.

3.2 M a te r ia l  b io c o m p a tib i l i ty

A key issue in the design and fabrication of our arrays has been to imple

ment biocompatible materials. The scientific community has a great deal of

- After extended periods of im plantation there exists no evidence of fibrous 

tissue encapsulation or rejection.
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interest in this issue and, as a whole, suffers from the problem that materials 

technology develops faster than the standards tha t governs biocompatibility
■

testing can accommodate. The International Standards Organisation (ISO) 

has produced a series of documents (10993 series) [112] that govern the biolog

ical requirements for an implant prior to clinical trials. A generally accepted 

definition of what we should expect for biocompatibility is the ability of our 

chosen material to perform with an appropriate in-vivo response for a specific 

biological application [7]. klore specifically, this definition can be sub-divided 

into key components and an implant can be considered biocompatible if;

- It does not induce a. toxic, allergic or immune system response.

- It does not destroy or harm enzymes, cells or tissues.

- There is no evidence of thrombosis (formation of a solid mass of blood) Î

or tumours.
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Even under guidance of the above definition, biocoinpatibility is still dis

puted and very much depends on the application of interest. Critically, Ibe- 

cause the immune response and repair functions of the human body are 

complicated, there are no single set of tests that can offer positive conclu

sions under all cases. In some cases the surface properties of the materials 

are crucial to the biological success of the implants and this is especially true 

if you require tissue to adhere to the device, whereas in other applications 

it is more the physical properties (size, shape, stiffness) that are the major 

determinants of biocoinpatibility especially if loacted on a peripheral limb 

and likely to be subject to damage.

One of the many problems in ascertaining biocoinpatibility is to specify 

likely reaction mechanisms and define the impact on the functionality of the 

implant. This, coupled with the challenges in defining tests that can simulate 

repeatedly the biological reactions, presents serious issues in the availability 

of suitable qualified materials. For the development of microelectrode ar

rays it is im portant to ensure biocoinpatibility at the design stage such that 

the maximum achievable biological safety, functionality and stability can be 

realised.

The most common materials for substrate or surface encapsulation are 

epoxy resins, polytetraflouroethylene, silicon rubbers and polyimides. The 

polymers have proven to be biocompatible, insulating and stable upon long 

term implantation in the retina of rabbits and dogs [7, 9, 45]. They also expe

rience. very little gliosis, or proliferation of tissue which naturally encapsulates
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any foreign body prior to rejection. They also benefit from tolerance to ster

ilisation technicpies including autoclaving at 120^C and the use of high power 

UV sterilisation techniques. A secondary advantage rests with the ease of

fabrication of these materials and tha t they allow for bulk and surface inod-
'

ihcations through micro-engineering to increase their biocoinpatibility and
'

flexibility as implants [52, 54, 88]. Another proven material for biocompati

bility is silicon nitride [42] (SiN) which possesses excellent tolerances to the 

fabrication techniques used for industrial miniaturisation. Silicon nitride, 

however, is a very rigid material and cracks when flexed. As such it is not a 

suitable material for a flexilile in-vivo imphnit.

3 ,2 .1  E lec tro d e  B io c o m p a tib ility

For microelectrode array recording electrodes, Platinum has proven to be 

the material of choice due to its inert and stable nature [11]. It has been 

suggested [180] that even after extended periods of implantation the amount 

of potentially hazardous platinum ions released into the surrounding tissue 

may be neglected. Wlien stimulating cells using platinum electrodes, it has 

been seen for our fabricated 5/mi diameter electrodes that platinum operates 

close to its charge injection limit (which relates the maximum amount of 

current that can be injected for a given pulse duration) of 200pC per end 

measured using a lins (500qs /  phase) pulse. The charge density measured 

from experimentation with varying size electrodes is shown in Figure 3.1. The 

measurements were made by placing the array in a bath of isotonic saline 

and passing bi-phasic waveforms of SOOqs per phase with varying amplitude
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—  30us pulse width, 25uA amplitude
 2ms pulse width, SOOuA amplitude

SOOus pulse width, ISOuA amplitude 
Breakdown limit of electrode

O 100m

10m

1
1 10 100
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Figure 3.1; Measured charge limit for electrodes of varying size. The applied 

pulse was 5 0 0 / / S  per phase and of varying amplitude until degradation was 

seen. The Red, blue and green lines correspond to a simulated electrode.

through the electrodes. The waveform at which an increase in impedance 

was measured on the electrode was taken to he the limit for the electrode, or 

commonly called the breakdown limit. The maximum safe limit was taken 

as being l/lO tli less than this value.

iridium is also a material of interest as it builds u]) a stable surface oxide 

coating. The main benefit reported is an increased charge injection limit 

which iiermits larger possilde stimulation currents [72, 80, 90, 97]. This 

minimises the possibility of any surface changes occurring from the electrical 

activity. Aside from current injection limits it is important to maintain the 

voltage levels below 0.6V as this has been seen in experimentation to cause 

the electrolysis of water and the evolution of hydrogen wit h the evolution of
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oxygen occurring where a voltage of 0.8V has been sustained [14].

A further issue of biocoinpatibility concerns the effects of permanent sus

tained charge injection into the neuronal cells. It is known that sustained 

electrical stimulation can damage tissue with gliosis (proliferation of con

nective tissue or glial cells), calcification (deposition of calcium salts) and 

astrocytes (one of the main supporting cells of the central nervous system) 

[9]. Absence of damage to neuronal cells can be expected if the charge den

sity remains below 100/iC per cm^ [191]. W hat is evident from our electrodes 

is that their charge injection capacity, measured using 500/iS per phase pulse 

across various electrode sizes, is well in excess of the limits tha t neuronal 

damages is suggested to occur for stimulation. The charge density that was 

measured is in excess of what is commonly reported in literature and is likely 

to result from a short testing period. If extended periods for determining the 

damage threshold were used, it is likely that the value measured would be 

more in agreement with published results [191, 190]

Part of developing new technologies is to evaluate risk properties gener

ated by implantation in a worst case scenario. If for any reason the body 

either rejects the implant or infection occurs, the health of the host becomes 

a concern. Prom this view the approach to reconstructing vision from a 

retinal stimulation site provides significant benefits over cortical implants. 

Should infection or rejection occur in the retina it is localised in an area 

which should not provide any significant threat to the longevity of the host, 

the same confichaice is diflicult to apply to cortical ini]
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3.3 L ith o g ra p h y

Lithography is the means by which a predetermined pattern can be trans

ferred selectively by masking material commonly referred to as resists (an 

intermediate polymer material). A pattern can be transferred onto the resist 

by altering the photoreactive resist material via liglit illumination or alterna

tively by bombardment with focussed electron beams. For many years optical 

lithography (OL) has been the dominant technology, see fig. 3.2. Advances 

in the spatial resolution achievable by optical pattern transfer has involved 

moving into the high Ultraviolet or extreme ultraviolet optical region. This 

involves specialised and costly optics which have been offset in part by ad

vances in developing materials allowing high contrast at lower wavelengths. 

The technology of electron beam lithography has allowed feature resolutions 

in the region of 5nm. The main constraint of electron beam lithography is 

primarily the pattern transfer time. More recent developments however have 

seen the application of multiple beams to overcome this limitation. There 

are five main criteria on which to base the selection of appropriate litho

graphic techniques; cost, throughput rate, scalability, resolution and overall 

flexibility. Although these factors are not of paramount importance in a re

search environment, the limitations of scalability, flexibility and resolution 

have impacted the project as we endeavoured to accommodate wafer fabri

cation techniques.

3.3 .1  P h o to lith o g ra p h y

Optical lithography is typically subdivided into either contact and projection. 

Both have advantages depending on the application. Contact lithography
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Light

Photoresist 
coated sample

Figure 3.2: Photolithograpliic mask transfer using projection masking. Tlu' 

lens allows for the reduction in size ol the image while the wafer below is 

stepped to pattern the whole area. In contact masking, the lens is absent 

and the mask is in contact with the substrate material with light incident 

normal to the surface.

as the name suggests brings the mask and the resist into contact before 

illumination by the source. Projection utilises a series of lenses (fig 3 .2 ) to 

project the mask detail onto the resist material. Contact printing offers a 

r(’])eatabl(' and cost (;ffectiv(' method of resolving featuK's of a few microns 

although can suffer from defect contamination when multi])le sanij)les are 

being masked.

The mask detail and the volume of sam])lcs processed at any time for 

the ])urposes of this project favoured contact ])rinting. Fabrication was un

dertaken on a Karl-Suss contact mask aligner fen- 8-electrode arrays with
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3 .3 .2  E lec tro d e  A rray L ayout

The initial studies for the project involved the development of an 8-electrode 

array (2 columns of 4 electrodes) designed with a minimum feature size of 

50pm. This was chosen principally to develop a process that could be used 

for the next generation, higher electrode count designs.

81

good success. The registration size, the factor governing how close subse

quent layers can be aligned is approximately 5 //m with a resolution, using 

Shipley S1818 photoresist, of approximately 2pm. For 74-electrode arrays

and for 3-inch wafer fabrication of the 8-elect rode arrays, a Karl Suss MAG
"

mask aligner was used realising registration of approximately Ipin with the 

resolution limited to 2/mr by the Shipley photoresist of choice.

For the final design of the electrode array there was a requirement for 

stimulating and recording sites on the electrode array. The layout of the 

electrodes in this instance was for a hexagonal close packed design as this 

would allow the highest uniform packing density. It also allowed each of 

the stimulating electrodes to be surrounded by 6 neighbouring recording 

electrodes. A single large electrode was included in the design to be used as 

a reference or earth electrode.



3 .3 .3  P h o to lith o g ra p h ic  M ask  D esig n

Key to the realisation of optimised experimental data is the careful attention 

to detail at the mask design stage. For the purposes of this project various 

designs were required. The proof of concept for neuronal signal recording 

was achieved by an 8-electrode 50 pm minimum feature mask design. Once 

the recording capabilities were repeatably realised the final design for the 

reduced feature size. 5pm, 74-electrode array, which incorporated stimulating 

electrodes, was written as a photolithographic mask plate.

"!■

Design of the photolithographic mask plates was undertaken using L-Edit 

design software. On completion of the mask design it is written using e-beam 

lithography to ensure maximum resolution and minimum defect levels. Once 

the design was written and the mask plate complete, a working copy would 

be made and the original stored. This allowed further copies to be made 

quickly should the. mask become damaged. It was im portant to optically 

examine the mask as defects introduced onto the mask would likely have a 

severe impact upon the quality of the fabricated array at any later stage.

The final versions of the mask designs looked to improve the volume of 

samples tha t could be achieved in any fabrication run by using 3-inch wafer 

substrates. The large increase in area offered by the wafer allowed 5 8- 

electrode arrays per run and significantly reduced the fabrication overheads.



3.4 D evice fa b r ic a tio n  p ro c e d u re

For the fabrication of the arrays I used Pyralin PI2545 polyirnide, an estab

lished high temperature polyimide coating used for a variety of microelec

tronic applications [128]. The factors governing this choice of material are 

that it is;

-compliant with microfabrication techniques.

-flexible (with this a variable depending on the number of spun layers), 

-largely hydrophobic.

-insulating.

-biocompatilrle.

-of acceptable density (inertial constraints).

The material also has a semi-transparent appearance under optical illu

mination which proves useful for failure analysis and quality control of the 

multi stage fabrication procedure.

3 .4 .1  P I2 5 4 5  P o ly im id e  p rep ara tion

The PI2545 is stored in a freezer at - 1 8 ° C  to increase the shelf life (approx 1 

year) and a suitable volume must be allowed to warm to room temperature 

and decanted from the storage vessel. This increase in temperature aids in 

the out-gassing of bubbles introduced during the decanting process as well 

as (k'crcasing tlu^ viscosity. The method of sj)in coating a Him of ])olyiraide
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Figure 3.3: Polyimide s])in speeds vs. layer t hickness

requires the application of liquid polyimide onto the centre of the sample. 

When the sami)le is spun, the cent ri])etal force causes an even s])read of t he 

liquid polyimide across the sample surface. All Imhhles must be removt'd from 

the liquid polyimide as during the spin coating process, the bubbles cause 

coiru't’ like streaks in the surface film. Should bubble's continue to be j)resent 

once a suitable temperature of the bulk i^olyimide has beeai achieved, placing 

ill a vacuum chanilier (under low vacuum) will conqdete t he out gassing ])i o- 

cess. When the decanted polyimide has been elevated to room temperature, 

control of the spin sjieed will repeatably control the thickness of the spun 

layers. Multiple layers are achievable in this way allowing for control of the 

overall polyimide substrate thickness. Once at room temperature the life of 

the polyimide is reduced to a few days in tlu’ uncured state.

To ensure miiformity of the layers a polished 3 inch, 300 /mi thick silicon
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wafer is used as a substrate. This wafer is used as a platform for the fab

rication process as the silicon is robust, fiat, conforms with our processing 

steps and is in good supply. The wafer plays no part in the final array and 

is removed as the final step in the fabrication process. To begin the process 

of spinning the polyimide layers, the silicon wafer is cleaned ultrasonically in 

deionised water and rinsed with acetone and finally Isopropanol. Next, the 

liquid polyimide is applied to the wafer surface and given a few seconds to 

settle. Thereafter, controlled stepping of the spin speeds realises a uniform 

layer to within 0.2 /nn. Figure 3.3 shows the effect of spin speed on the film 

thickness. All films were spun initially at 500 revolutions per minute (RPM) 

for 10 seconds before ramping at 200 revolutions per second until the desired 

spin speed was realised. The initial spin at 500 RPM for 10 seconds allows 

for a. tliick and non-uniform polyimide coverage of the wafer surface. The 

final ramp to 2500 RPM is stepped over 10 seconds before being allowed to 

spin for 30 seconds. Once the spinning of the polyimide is complete, it is 

placed on a hot plate for 2 minutes at 140°C to soft bake, or initially cure the 

polyimide. After this bake cycle, further layers can be applied in the same 

manner to achieve the desired thickness.

A feature of spinning multiple layers is ’beading’, a build up of material on 

the outer rim of a spun saniple as a result of surface tension. It is im portant 

that the amount of beading is minimised when multiple layers are required as 

the progressive build up of beading can compromise the contact l^etween the 

applied photoresist and mask during the patterning process. One method of 

reducing this, is to bring a swab lightly doused in acetone into contact with
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the rim of the sample while spinning the surface layers. The results of this 

method prove to be adequate for successful fabrication of the ME As 

Electrode Arrays).

After the polyimide layers have been applied and the initial soft bake of 

the sample (on the hot plate) is complete it must be oven baked in a nitrogen 

atmosphere. The oven bake cycle requires the sample to be held at lOO'^C 

for 1 hour and slowly ramped at a rate of 4°C /  minute until 200°C where it 

remains for 30 minutes. The final ramp to 350®C, again at 4°C /  minute is 

then the final cure (imidization) stage and is held for 1 hour. Careful control 

of the cooling rate, which must also be limited to 4°C /  min, is required 

to minimise any possibility of introducing stress into the film and allow for 

safe handling of the fully cured film. In the fully cured state, the films are 

tolerant to microfabrication processing.

3 .4 .2  M eth o d  for ev a lu a tin g  film  th ick n ess and  surface  

rou gh n ess

A key param eter affecting the flexibility of the microelectrode arrays is the 

thickness of polyimide that is used. The thicker the polyimide the less mal

leable to the retinal surface it becomes.

In order to address the issue of the thickness of polyimide applied and 

ensure repeatability, a protocol for spinning the layers was employed, as 

described in section 3.4.1. The measurements of the surface roughness and 

the film thickness were undc'rtakc'ii using a DekTak surface ])rofiler. For each



spill speed, a layer of polyimide was spun on a piece of silicon and fully cured. 

The layer was then cut in half and half removed by mechanical peeling from 

the surface of the silicon wafer. The step profile could then be measured 

from the surface profiler (this was repeated 5 times for each layer). This was 

repeated several times for each sample and is in good agreement with the 

results published in the material datasheet.

For our chosen thickness, 5 layers were spun on the wafer surface at a 

speed of 2500 rpm resulting in a total film thickness of 12.5pm. The film 

uniformity at this stage was measured to be uniform to within 0.2pm for the 

bulk material with an increase in thickness at the outer rim of the sample 

due to a small effect from beading. The surface roughness at this stage was 

not detrimental to the fabrication of the devices and after low power oxygen 

plasma treatm ent offered excellent adhesion for metal deposition.

The adhesion of metals, both gold and titanium, were excellent and no 

problems were observed as long as the correct protocol of 4°C /  minute ramp 

rate was observed and a vacuum chuck holder similar in size to the silicon 

wafer was utilised. In instances where this was not the chosen procedure 

small cracks could often be seen across the sample surface.

3 .4 .3  M eta l D e p o s it io n

The choice of metals used in the fabrication of the microelectrode arrays must 

ensure scalability, flexibility and biocoinpatibility. W ith this consideration, 

the metals of dioice are gold (whkh is inert, highly flexible and can be easily
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Prior to the deposition of metals, the surface of the cured polyimide film 

was roughened to promote adhesion [99]. The roughening of the surface (in

crease in the surface energy) was achieved via a low-pressure oxygen plasma 

discharge, known as ashing. The sample was placed horizontally in the barrel 

of the ashing chamber and the chamber evacuated of atmospheric gasses. A 

nitrogen flush was undertaken before filling the chamber with oxygen. An 

electrical discharge was initiated to abrade the sample surface for 4 minutes. 

The ashing time was optimal at 4 minutes with any further increase in time 

seen to degrade the adhesion of the metal to the surface of the polyimide 

film.

The deposition of the gold and titanium  metal layers were undertaken 

using a Plassys MEB450 electron beam evaporator. Samples were mounted 

horizontally with their source-sample distance large compared to the feature 

sizes. In this way, the evaporator can be considered unidirectional with 

deposition of metal normal to the surface. The rate and thickness of the 

deposited metals were controlled by an intellemetrics 1L900 cpiartz crystal 

monitor to an accuracy of + / -  5 percent.

For arrays of minimum feature size 50pm a seed layer of 30nm titanium

removed with chemical etchants) and titanium (offering flexibility at thick

ness of a few lO’s of imi and highly definable using dry etching techniques). 

These metals are standard in most metal evaporators and offer controllable 

film thickness, to the level of a few lO’s of nanometres.
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preceded a ISOiiin layer of gold to promote adhesion. For fea,ture sizes less 

than 50/mi a single titanium  layer between 130 and 150nm was deposited. 

The reasons for the dual layer metal deposition on the larger feature size 

devices is that we can remove thick layers of gold quickly (approx. 2.5nm 

/  sec) through wet chemical etching techniques. A thicker layer of gold is 

preferred to a thick titanium  layer due to the availability of liquid chemical 

removal (wet etching, see section 3.5.2) and given the increased tolerance to 

flexing over titanium. Also, it is a noble metal and does not form a surface 

oxide readily unlike titanium.

3.5 E tc h in g  te c h n iq u e s

Etching is the means by which we remove unwanted metal regions through 

the application of lithographic steps. The correct choice of the etching tech

nique is governed by the feature size, metal utilised and to a lesser extent the 

substrate material. Metal layers are etched selectively by correctly applying 

chemical species to the surface. This can be in the gaseous form, dry etch

ing, or in the liquid form, wet etching. Both have relative advantages and 

limita,lions and for our process steps these are outlined in the following two 

sections.
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3.5 .1  D ry  E tch in g

Dry etching utilises ions in a gaseous mixture to remove unwanted metal 

regions. The physical aspect of the etch is increased by the application of a 

DC bias between the loaded sample and the gas input vents which accelerates 

the ions. A second method of increasing the physical nature of the etch is 

through a controlled increase in the gas pressure within the chamber. It is 

common that the chamber may contain several gasses at any one time with 

the ratios of gases in the chamber also affecting the etching rates and the 

rc'sulting etch profiler Standard inoccsses have becai employed for the etching 

of the titanium  [5, 20. 82].

The distinct advantage offered by dry etching metal layers over other 

etching techniques is the feature sizes tha t can be resolved. In a perfect situ- t

at ion, the incoming accelerating ions can be assumed to contact the sample -

perpendicular to its surface. This in theory would result in vertical profiles 

of the side walls on any remaining metal layers. In essence this negates the 

possibility of thinning the horizontal features as material is removed in the 

vertical direction only. In practice there is some slight lateral etching but 

the effects are negligible for our feature sizes. The under etching in the hor

izontal direction becomes im portant where you have an aspect ratio (depth 

of etch to surface feature width) of approx 10:1. This ratio can be increased 

through careful process control under optimal conditions to achieve 20:1 or 

more. This therefore is the preferred method when feature sizes below 10/mi 

are required and gases for the etching process are available.
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3.5 .2  W et E tch in g

In the wet etching process the ions are in liquid form. The process of etch

ing in this instance is limited to chemical interactions and does not benefit 

from the added physical impact of accelerated ions in the perpendicular di

rection (as ill dry etching). Again we have chosen metal layers where the 

etch chemistry is well known and available in our laboratories.

In terms of the realisable feature sizes that, can be achieved, wet etching 

is limited in comparison to tha t of dry etching. However, wet etching has 

several advantages over dry etching:

-Cost.

-Ease of use.

-Wide range of readily etchable metals.

The main limitation of etching in this way is that the chemical removal 

of metals is not limited to the perpendicular direction but has a significant 

parallel (or horizontal) aspect to the etch. This is often obvious as a thinning 

of the remaining features. The amount of thinning is dependant on the 

thickness of the metal layers and some control can be applied at the metal 

deposition stage to limit this effect. Where the aspect ratio of the features 

to be resolved is less than 10:1 the process of wet etching is quick, efficient 

and proves to be a very valuable and reliable technique.
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3 .5 .3  P a tte rn in g  th e  m eta l layers

Once a suitable choice of metals has been deposited the required microelec

trode array pattern must be transferred. This requires the selective removal 

of unwanted metal regions. Many options are available for this and the most 

suitable for our needs is to employ a positive photoresist (a material tha t is 

photoreactive). The positive resist allows for a direct copy of the mask detail 

onto the metal surface, whereas a negative resist (if it were used) would give 

the inverse of the features on the mask.

The metal deposited on the substrate surface is typically spin coated 

with Shipley S1818 photoresist and the resist is baked in a, 90®C oven for 

30 minutes. A spin speed of 4000RPM for 30 seconds results in a film of 

thickness 1.8 fim.

Once the photoresist has been baked and the mask detail transferred by 

illumination under an intense IJV source, the sample is flushed in developer 

solution (1:1 ratio of concentrated developer with RO water) exposing the 

unwanted region of the metal layer. The metal layers can be selectively 

etched to adopt the patterned profile of the remaining photoresist. For the 

8-electrode arrays, the gold is wet etched using a potassium iodide solution 

and the seed layer (adhesion promoter) of titanium etched using a 1:27 diluted 

solution of Hydrofiuric Acid (HF) and de-ionised water. The etch rate for 

gold is 2nm per second and titanium  of the order 3.5mn per second. To
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Figure 3.4: An image of inicrofabricated titanium on ])olyimide substrate 

material.

ensure that no unwanted material remains a technique of over etching is 

enq)loyed and typically we add between 10 and 15 percent to the minimum 

calculated etch time. The 74-electrode array (3pm min feature) has the 

titanium etched using SiCR in an Oxford Instruments System 100  j l̂asma 

dry etching machine. The parameters are ISmtorr, 9 seem and a forward RF 

])ower of 250W. An example of the microfabricated titanium as used in the 

74-electrode array can be seen in Fig 3.4.

Once the mask detail has l)een etched from the metal layer, the remaining 

])hotoresist must be n'lnoved. We remove the ;)hotoresist by either;

-Flood exposure in UV light and then developing

-An acetone rinse
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-Gentle agitation in n-biityl-aeetate solution.

3 .5 .4  Surface en ca p su la tio n  and v ias o p en in g

Once satisfactorily cleaned, the final two layers of polyimide are applied in 

the same way as the substrate layers. After oven baking the polyimide. a 

layer of photoresist, AZ4562 (a thicker resist than S1818) is applied and 

patterned such tha t the electrode regions and bond pads are defined for the I

etching process. For the 5pm minimum feature size 74-electrode array the 

polyimide is etched using a dry etch C2 F 6 /O 2 plasma in a ratio of 80/20. For 

the 8-electrode arrays the polyimide is left soft baked at 200“C and rinsed 

with developer solution, which wet etches the 50pm vias in the surface layer 

[51]. The final process for the fabrication is to remove the photoresist and 

ensure the layers are baked to SfiO'^C. Figure 3.5 shows an example of a 

74-electrode array which has been surface encapsulated and has had the 

vias etched through the surface passivation layer. The electrode shown in 

the magnified image, at the top right of Fig 3.5, shows a typical form for 

electrodeposited platinum.

Once the fabrication has been completed, the arrays are removed from 

the silicon carry wafer by mechanically peeling the layer or by immersion in 

deionised water. The arrays are then cut to the desired shape and are ready 

for connecting to the amplification circuitry. Figure 3.6 shows a photograpli 

of a full 74 electrode array removed from the silicon carry wafer.
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Figure 3.5: An image oi the 74-electrode array post surface encai)sulatioii 

aiirl vias opening. The small image, top right, gives a high magnification 

view (x50) of a single electrode. This electrode has been electrodeposited 

with platinum.
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f igiire 3.6: An image oi the lull 74-electrode array post surface encapsulation, 

vias opening and removal from the silicon carry wafer.

3 .5 .5  P la tin isa tio ii o f  e le c tr o d e s

After fabrication of the microelectrode arrays, the impedance of the gold 

electrode sites are measured at IkHz and 160mV (using a HP4274A LCR 

meter) and are of the order of a few Mil, see fig 3 .7  and 3 .8  for a scliematic 

representation of the measurement technicpie for 8 and 74 electrode arrays. 

For neuronal signal det ect ion and stimulât ion st udies this value must be sig

nificantly reduced. There are sev('ral ways to reduce the inpuxlance and t he 

most common techniques include; the electrodeposition of a higher surface 

area material, modification of the surface profile through etching and de;)osi- 

tion of iridium (which then undergoes cyclic voltametry) [30, 72, 8 8 , 90, 98]. 

To achieve the reduction in impedance we employed the electrodeposition of
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platinum.

The electrochemical deposition of platinum from an aqueous solution, 

with careful control of the current limits, results in a porous structure. The 

porous structure achieves an increase in surface area with respect to the geo

metric area. Commonly the porous structure is referred to as platinum black 

due to the visibly dark nature of the electrode, fig 3.9 shows the experimen

tal arrangement for the deposition of platinum from an aqueous solution of 

platanie chloride solution (74 electrode array). The platinum black electrode 

satisfies biocompatibility requirements althongh for long term stimulation 

the electrode may suffer some degradation [93, 95].

For the electrochemical deposition of platinum black, a solution of 1% 

platinic chloride, 0.08% lead acetate a,nd 98.92% RO water is prepared and a 

small volume carefully applied over the electrode region. A platinum wire is 

also immersed in the solution which dissolûtes (upon current flow) to ensure 

a constant concentration of P t ions in solution as they are deposited on the 

electrode surface. The electrodes are held at a negative potential with respect 

to the platinum reference wire thus attracting the freely moving positively 

charged platinum ions from the solution.

Initial attem pts at growing the platinum electrodes utilised a voltage
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figure 3. r. A sclieiiuitic showing the ineasureinent tochniciuo for the deter

mination of the impedance values for the 8 electrode arrays. The switching 

unit for the 8 electrode array activates a single channel at a time and allows 

for the measurement of the IkHz, lOOrnV impedance value. The hath is filled 

with buffered saline solution.
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figure 3.8: A scliematic sliowing the measurement technique for the deter

mination oi the impedance values for the 74 electrode arrays. The microma

nipulator probes activate a single channel at a time and is stepped across all 

the bond pads allowing for the measurement of the IkHz, lOOmV impedance 

value. The bath is filled with buffered saline solution.
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Figure 3.9: A schematic showing the technique for the deposition of platinum 

black from a platanie chloride solution. The Kiethly 427 supplies a constant 

current and the micromanipulator is stepped across all electrode bonds pads 

till platinisatioii is complete.
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Figure 3.10: Scaiiiiing Electron Microscope image of Electrode Showing sur

face growth on polyimide under voltage controlled limits

controlled method to electrochemically limit the dei)osition rate. This results 

in poorly lormed electrodes which were frequently seen to ]nefer growing 

along the surface of the polyimide layer as opposed to forming a protruding 

column with a diameter limited by the radii of the via as see under scanning 

electron microscopy. Fig. 3.10. Although this does result in low inqiedance 

electrodes compatible with the requirements of biological experimentation, 

the lack of confinement to the opening of the passivation and poor adhesion 

limit the long term viability of such electrodes.

The preferred method for de]:»ositing the electrodes relies upon limiting
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Figure 3.11: oO/yin feature 8 -Electrode Array - The electrodes have been 

electroplated with ])latinum under a current limit of 4nA /  //m

the current how between the electrode and the platinum reference wire. This 

controls the elecrodeposition rate and hence the electrode growth rate. In

vestigations in altering the current limits showed that a current limit of 4 nA 

/  //nF is optimal with successful electrode growth achit'ved, see lig 3.11. Re

ductions to the current limit could be seen to deposit ])latinnm metal ranging 

fr(jin a smooth him at low current densities, (less than O.611A /  /mF), through 

to a growth of ]datinum ball like structures. The platinum ball structures 

are oi varying (and decreasing size with increasing current) size until at 4 nA 

/  /aiF the deposit was the highly porous platinum black structure.

In order to characterize the electrical response of the microelectrode ar-
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Figure 3.12: An example of the average electrode impedance measured for 

a 50/v,m electrode from an 8-electrode array as a function of frequency as 

measured in buflered saline solution.
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rays impedance measurements of the 8 and 74-electrode arrays were per

formed. The experimental results were obtained under the following con

ditions. The electrode array was covered with a 0.1 molar saline solution 

and a platinum wire electrode was used to supply a sinusoidal AC voltage 

of lOOmV peak to peak. A needle probe made contact with the bond pad 

of the electrode under study. A Hewlett Packard 4274A LCR meter was 

used to vary the frequency of the lOOmV AC voltage signal and recorded the 

impedance of the electrode. All electrodes were measured 5 times and the 

averaged reading taken. The experimental arrangement used for recording 

the impedance is shown in (previous) figures 3.7 for the 50/nn electrode and 

3.8 for the 5/.mi.

Impedance values for the 50pm electrodes, as used in the 8-electrode ar

ray, are typically 25kH, see figure 3.12. For the 5pm 74-electrode arrays the

impedance is typically between 50 to lOükü, see fig 3.13, and this relates iii'-i
directly to the decreased surface area in comparison to the 50pm electrodes.

These impedance values are suitable for neurobioiogical experimentation.

The electrodes are also robust and have been used for multiple experiments :

without the need to re-deposit or hop-up' the electrodes. When the array has 

been tested on several retinal tissues for long term experimentation however 

it has been seen tha t the impedance of the electrodes does increase. This is 

primarily to tlie detachment of platinum onto the retinal tissue upon remov

ing. When several such tests are undertaken the platinum electrodes benefit 

from a ' top-up’.
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tigu re  3.13: An example ol the average electrode impedance measured for 

a 5/.iin electrode from an 74-electrode array as a function of frequency as 

measured in buffered saline solution.
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3 .5 .6  M o d e l o f  ce ll-e lec tro d e  in terface

as the Helnihollz plane, and was further revised by Gouy - Chapman and 

Stern in 1913. It arises from electrons at the surface of the metal orien

tating the nearby of water molecules which act as a dielectric medium. As 

such the Helmholtz model predicts tha t the layer would act as a simple ca

pacitor. The revision by Gouy - Chapman and Stern advanced the model 

proposed by Helmholtz by representing the capacitive region as more widley 

distributed and allowed the space charge region to extend further into the 

bulk electrolyte. It also added that the model for the dielectric capacitance 

was of a time avoragcal flow of ions as opposed to Helmholtz hxed sheet of
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An im portant factor in the use of microelectrodes to study cell behaviour 

or influence it through the application of electrical stimulation is to under

stand the mechanism of what is happening at the cell-electrode interface. 

Whenever a metal electrode is places in an electrolyte (a solution containing 

moving ions) a electrochemical interface always occurs. The interface can be 

represented by capacitive and resistive components.

The components of the electrochemical interface are dominated by 3 main 

terms, the interfacial capacitance Ci, the charge transfer resistance Rt and 

the spreading resistance Rs. An in-depth review of these components exists 

[24] and only an overview is presented here. :̂-;r

The interfacial capacitance results from the space charge region formed 

at the surface of the electrode when a metal is placed in an electrolyte. ■ f

This model was first devised by Helmholtz in 1879, and the region is known
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ions approach. A detailed mathematical approach can be found in several 

books [174, 175].

In addition to the capacitive term above there exists a resistive component 

acting in parallel at the interface. This resistive component is termed the 

charge transfer resistance and results from the faradaic transfer of charge 

across the interface [176].

For our model, the last element that need be considered is the spreading 

resistance. This term affects how the spread of current from one electrode to 

a reference occurs. It can be seen tha t the effect of the spreading resistance 

varies as the square root of the geometric area of the electrode [166].

W ith the consideration of the above three elements, we can derive a simple 

model for the electrode electrolye interface tha t fits well with the measured 

impedance graph from Fig 3.12. The model for a single electrode is shown in 

Fig 3.14. Where, Ci is the interfacial capacitance, R,t is the charge transfer 

resistance and Rs is the spreading resistance.

As can be seen from this model, the response of the system to low fre

quencies is dominated by the Rt term owing to the 1/f dependence of the 

capacitor. As the frequency is increased the effect of the Rt term decreases 

and the Ci term starts to dominate. This explains well the trends seen for 

the measured impedance from a. single electrode.
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Metal Electrode ^  Electrolyte

Rt

Figure 3.14; Electrical representation of the cell-electrode interface for a 

single working electrode.

The above model holds true for single electrodes though as I am presenting 

a multiple microelectrode design we must, include the effect of having another 

electrode positioned close by in the solution. In this instance there is a 

parallel capacitive and resistive term  linking the two electrodes. This can be 

seen in Fig 3.15.

The net effect of having the link between the 2 electrodes is the intro

duction of crosstalk between the electrodes. In order to reduce the effect of 

the crosstalk the designs of the arrays has minimised the impedance of the 

cell-electrode interface.

The final measurement from the arrays was to establish the interchannel 

resistance and capacitance with a view to evaluating the crosstalk between 

electrodes. This was measured by probing between 2 of the longest parallel
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Electrode 1

Electrolyte

Figure 3.15: Electrical representation of the cell-electrode interface for a 

single working electrode.

metal tracks, which were physically next to each other for the 74 electrode ar

ray. This represented the worst case scenario for any of the channels both in 

the 50/iin spaced 8-electrode arrays and the 5/.nn nearest spaced lines on the 

74-electrode array. The value for the inter-channel resistance in this instance 

was 90Gfl with an inter-channel capacitance of 0.3pF. This allows for dis

crete and independent cellular recording and stimulation from neighbouring 

electrodes.

y
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C hapter 4

IPIX

For a visual prosthetic device to be viable, a means of collecting visible light 

and interpreting it in a manner similar to retinal neurons is paramount. For 

our purposes we have developed a silicon Active Pixel Sensor (APS) with 

neural network functionality. Although the fovea of the retina currently has 

a resolution (1/mi) in excess of what can be achieved by silicon detectors 

( 3/J.m resolution), the processing of silicon has a continual drive towards 

over increasing miniaturisation. As such, we chose to implement a silicon 

based detector which is likely, in time, to benefit from over increasing scal

ability. The detector was designed at the Rutherford Appleton laboratories 

specifically to the requirements needed for a retinal implant chip. The work 

in this chapter demonstrates the characterisation of the detector to our spec

ified requirements and i t ’s applicability as a "substitute’' retina.

I l l
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2.4 mm

Figuix’ 4.1: The lOxlO array of pixels is shown with the bond pads seen at 

the outer edges of the chip. A inagiiified image of a single pixel can be seen 

a the top right of the figure.

Our developed APS has a 10x10 array of 100x100 /an pixels and is called 

the IPIX, an image of the chip can be seen in Fig 4.1 with a magnihed image 

of a singles pix('l at the' top right of tlu' figure. Tlu' sampling rat(' of the 

pixels is IkHz. Owing to the complex nature of the APS design, the neural 

networking is not employed on-chip in this first rendition of the chi)). The 

neural network can be applied off chi}) via the (’ont.rul PC. For our initial 

proof of concept develo})inent, the 10x10 APS array is suitable [21] with each 

pixel |)roducing 12kb/s of data. The next generation of the IPIX will he 

25x25 array of pixels within 2nim x 2mm offering higher resolution.

This cha))ter introduces the various functional components of the IPIX 

design. Wc look at the characterisation of the Voltage Controlled Oscillator
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(VCO) ill terms of the frequency response to the applied voltage, the dynamic 

range of the photodiodes, the RMS output on the stimulation pulse and pixel 

crosstalk. We show the VCO can respond over a range of approximately 

lOOHz (+ /-  5Hz) and that we can achieve stimulation pulses to a maximum 

of 3.3V with Rh'IS noise less than 50mV.

Civeii the known response of retinal neurones under light stimulus, the 

electrical output of the detector system was designed to incorporate this
;

response [56]. As a design reqnirement, the specified frequency of output 

pulse was 1ms relating directly to the temporal patterns of action potentials 

previously recorded from the retinal ganglion cells. Moreover the ability to 

modify the output pulse frequency and width [117], to address any variation 

in the optimal conditions was requested and implemented on chip at the 

design stage of the IPIX sensor. In addition to specifying a variable temporal 

nature to the pulse, an amplitude control factor was also required. As a result 

of having the ability to modify the output pulse characteristics in terms of

frequency, pulse width and amplitude a desirable proof-of-concept system 4

has been developed to probe and determine a successful functional retinal

model.

In addition to the options we have to alter time and size of the out

put pulse we have the option to change the output waveform to either a 

monophasic pulse (square wave) or a balanced bi-phasic response (positive 

and negative square wave of equal amplitude and temporal duration) see Fig 

4.2. The option to utilise a bi-phasic response mimics more closely the nat-
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M o n o - P h a s i c

B i - P h a s i c
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of a mono-phasic pulse (top) and a bi-phasic pulse 

(bottom). The time t corresponds to 1ms for a monophasic pulse or SOOp.s 

for the bi-phasic pulse. The bi-phasic pulse can bee seen to represent a charge 

balanced system.

ural response of the positive and negative phase of an action potential (see 

section 2.1.7 and fig 2.7 previously) and should maintain a natural biologi

cal stimulation system where there is no residual charge in the tissue post 

stimulus.

Further to this, an ability to modify the optically detected signal to ac

commodate correlated neuronal stimulation is seen as a valuable tool for 

any prosthesis. Eadi of tlu;sc components was .spceificd at the chMgn stage
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and has been incorporated into the APS designed in collaboration with the 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratories.

4.1 T h e  IP IX  im ag in g  dev ice

The imaging sensor, the IPIX, has been developed through funding from an 

Engineering and Physical Science Research life sciences grant in conjunction 

with the Rutherford Appleton research laboratories.

All PCB readout electronics and acquisition software have been developed 

within the University of Glasgow by Dr. K. Mathieson. A summary of the 

input, output, bias and power pins are given in tables 4.1 through to 4.4 (see 

end of chapter).

4 .1 .1  IP IX  D esig n

The IPIX chip consists of a 10x10 array of pixel sensing elements fabricated 

using a standard low power consumption complementary metal oxide semi

conductor (CMOS) process. Each pixel is lOOxlOOpm and contains a single 

photodiode, a voltage buffer and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which 

drive the bi-phasic output [123].

The outputs from the pixels are read along each row through a simple 

shift register and pointer, with eacli column being read fully within the row 

switching time. The pixel outputs from each row are fed into the VCO and
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the out put froiii the VCO ut ilised to generate a hi-phasie waveform used for 

retinal stiinulation, a schematic overview is shown in ligure 4.3.

G b et» é i
Pad

Reset
VCO

Select

Figure 4.3: Schematic of a Pixel onboard the IPIX chip

The design of the IPIX chip allows for the characterist ics of the stimulus 

pulses (freciuency, pulse width and amplitude) to be controlled from a source 

external to the photodiode pixels. In this instance the output lines of the 

photodiodes are disconnected from the input lines, the voltage buffer, and 

instead fed out to the analogue input line of the National Instruments (NT) 

control card. This voltage level from the photodiodes can then be altered 

through the labview software and fed back into the voltage Imffer on the pixel 

(or neighbouring ])ixels). In t his way external cont rol signals can be ai)])lied 

to the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), allowing for signal processing off 

chip.
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The readout of each column, in full, is employed to aid incorporation of
'

on-chip neural network in the next version of the chip. W ith the current 

application of the neural network weighting functions, undertaken external 

to the chip, we have greater scope to change the architecture and weighting 

requirements of the network. The signals from the photosensor can be fed 

to a computer with a trained neural network, be modified accordingly and 

passed back to the input of the bi-phasic waveform generator tha t controls 

the stimulus pulse.

4 .1 .2  D esig n  P a ra m eters

The IPiX  chip is designed as a 10x10 matrix of total size approximately 

2380//,111 X 2380//m. The optimal response from the photodiodes are in the 

in the 490-570nm range which spans a significant proportion of the visilile 

spectrum. The output frequency of the chip can be changed from 3Hz to 

lOOHz with the pulse shape switched between either mono-phasic or bi-phasic 

in nature. The operational voltage is 3.3V, -1.65V and 1.65V rails with 

the power consumption being typically below 0.3mW per pixel to minimise 

adverse effects of localised heating [119]. The pixel to pixel uniformity is 5% 

while operating in the linear range of the transistors. The processing of the 

chip is the 0.35/iin AMS C35B4C3 process [118]. The use of smaller than 

0.35/mi technology is an option longer term, as this would reduce the heat 

dissipation by reducing the power requirements. It would also allow increased 

pixel density per unit area. The choice of 0.35/nn technology is dictated by 

file cnst and reliability fo]' this tlie first chip iteration.
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4 .1 .3  P h o to d io d e

The photodiode is formed as an n-type well in a bulk p-tyjie material. A typ

ical 3 transistor readout scheme is employed with the photodiode to control 

the reset, integration and readout (See fig 4.4).

Inside Pixel Re set Voltage

R e s e t -

Photodiode

■Vdd

Source 
Follower  

Row 
Select

VLoad —

Figure 4.4; A schematic of a photodiode showing the 3 transistor readout 

scheme

W hen the reset voltage is ap])lied, the capacitanc-(' of the photodiode is set 

to a value limited by the voltage reset transistor. Integration in the photo-
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row is revisited, typically at a rate of IkHz. Photons arriving in the bulk of 

the photodiode result in a photocurrent, the magnitude of the photocurrent 

is limited by the integration time (row revisit time), assuming saturation is 

avoided. The magnitude of the photocurrent is proportional to the incident 

light flux ill the bulk of the silicon detector. During the integration, the 

photo current discharges the photodiode node until the readout through the 

voltage buffer (source follower) is initiated.

Even if the diode remained completely in the dark, a drop will always 

occur in the photocurrent due to dark currents. The magnitude of the dark 

current is minimal in effect, due to the relatively quick switching between 

the pixels and the low leakage of the transistors. It is more likely that stra,y 

light has a greater impact on the photocurrent levels. With careful control 

of the experimental arrangement however it is possible to minimise the affect 

of stray light to allow confidence in comparative results. A 3D surface profile 

of a single pixel is shown in figure 4.5, the large square is a bond pad with 

the photodiode situated at its bottom  left corner.

4 .1 .4  V o ltage  B uffer

The voltage buffer stores the input voltage from the photodiode before pass

ing to the VCO. This is necessary to maintain a true input drive voltage 

(eliminate loading) in between row re-visits. As is common in this type of 

application, it is a high input impedance unity amplifier.
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diode begins when the reset tra.nsistor is switched off and continues until the
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Figure 4.5: l()0xl()0//iii 3D scan of a single pixel, surface profiled at xUK) 

Magnification

4 .1 .5  V o ltage  C on tro lled  O scilla tor

The Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) is driven by the informât ion con

tained in the source follower. The VCO converts the buffered input into a 

waveform suitable for triggering the bi-phasic control circuit which in turn 

out|)Uts a stimulation pulse to the retinal ganglion cells. The frequency of 

the output waveform is controlled via the input voltage to a comparator 

within the VCO (typically between 0 and 2V). The voltage window set by 

the upper and lower thresholds of the comparator determine the rate, for a 

hxed voltage, at which the output of the ampliher will switch the state of 

the comparator. The output fnxpiency range of the VCO over the 2V input
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range is 3Hz Lo lOOHz.

Owing to the bulk effect transconductance ] /10th  of the voltage is lost on 

each of the 2 transistors for the NMOS and PMOS processes. This implies 

tha t 0.9 on 2V and 0.9 on 1.8V would give 1.62V as the output of the tran

sistor system. So the 2V operating range is reduced to 1.62V and therefore 

the frequency response of the VCO will be affected accordingly.

The VCO block diagram is shown in fig 4.6. The clocks driving the VCO 

(01 and 02) are non-overlapping and generated on chip from a master clock. 

The master clock frequency, generated off chip, is lOkHz. The ratio of 01 

/  02 are such tha t a single cycle will not be sufficiently large to change the 

state of the comparator. The ratio of C2 and C3 affect the voltage step 

observed from Vamp (the output from the amplifier). The window of the 

comparators thresholds determine the rate at which the polarity switching 

of the comparator is achieved in conjunction with the 01 /  <p2 rate.

The value of the capacitors is small (a few pF) and governed by space 

restrictions on chip. In effect this leads to a difference in the frequencies 

generated by neighbouring pixels through thermal (KTC) noise jitter. The 

value of the KTC noise effect at a frecpiency of 1.5Hz. the lowest operational 

frecpiency of the chip and hence the frequency of largest KTC effect is mea

sured as less than O.lHz. This will not compromise the functionality of the 

device for retinal stimulation.
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Figure 4.6: VCO controlled oscilator block diagram. The non-overlapping 

clock <-/>l and d)2 which control the comparator switching rate are shown. 

The capacitors C l and C2 which affect the voltage step from Vamp are also 

evident.
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O utput Driver - B i-P hasic

It is im portant that each pixel can independently demonstrate a bi-phasic 

output signal. Initially the frequency of the output pulse will be synchro

nised via the initial reset, this however will be transient (1ms) as each pixel 

thereafter reacts to the differing light intensity presented.

The 1.-)i-phasic response from the central nine pixels is achieved using a 

tri-state inverter. The inverter is bi-phasically optimised to respond to an 

electrode of impedance of SOkOhms at IkHz. Once the bi-phasic waveform 

has been generated, it is routed to bond pads on the edge of the chip which 

are wire bonded to the FOB. The FOB then routes to the micro-electrode 

arrays.

4 .1 .6  V C O  C h a ra cter isa tio n

Characterisation of the IPIX chip has included examination of the output 

frequency as a function of light intensity, varying output voltages, pixel uni

formity, noise and cross talk levels.

Frequency output vs VCO  driving voltage

As has previously Ireen discussed, the output frequency from the IPIX chip 

is controlled through application of a voltage controlled oscillator. The input 

voltage to the VCO governs the rate at which the thresholds of the compara

tor are reached, and therefore the frequency of the output.
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Comparator thresholds can be adjusted, though they have been hxed 

throughout the testing (with a range of 2V) to aid the repeatability of the 

analysis.

The control voltages to the VCO, for frequency analysis, are supplied 

external to the chip. By switching off the photodiode responses and exter

nally applying a signal we benefit from the application of a calibrated, high 

precision and low noise voltage input to allow characterisation of the output 

frequency response.

The response from the VCO to a stepped input voltage can be seen in 

Fig 4.7. There appears to be a switch on voltage for the 3-stage transistors 

at 0.75V, this is higher than expected. We would expect a frequency varying 

output response, although not likely a linear one, to occur at voltage values 

only slightly in excess of O.IV. A linear response after 0.75V is evident and 

is as expected. At 2.25V the voltage supply to the VCO is limited by the 

supply rail voltage with further stepping of the input voltage to the VCO 

having no effect on the frequency. All 9 centre pixels, those responsible for 

stimulating waveforms, can be seen to respond in a similar manner.

Figure 4.7 also shows the dynamic range that is achievable from the IPIX 

chip. The hashed Idox indicates the voltage that can be supplied from the 

photosensors and spans approximately 0.5V. This can be seen to correspond 

to a frequency variation of 30Hz in the linear response region. The dynamic 

range of the chi]) is hxed at 3011% although tiie fixicpKmcy s])an that this
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Figure 4.7: Frequency of the output stimulation ])ulses as a function of the 

voltage supi)lied to the voltage controlled oscillator
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Figure 4.9, shows the combined standard deviation in the pixel output 

frequency averaged across all the channels. As the voltage on the VCO is 

increased the standard error associated with the frequency output can Ije 

seen. This highlights more, specifically the region at which the 3-transistor 

system initiates. The linear trend of the curve is in agreement with what 

would normally be expected for transistors operating above the switch on 

voltage. The reduction in the error with voltages above 0.75V is indicative 

of operating within the linear region of the transistor junctions.
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incorporates can be shifted by the altering of the thresholds of the com

parator. An increased dynamic range can be achieved, if required, through 

software modulation within the neural network programming. For our proof 

of concept however, this is not seen as a limiting factor.

.
The variation in the pixel to pixel response can be seen in Fig 4.8. The 

frequency output of the VCO is measured via an Agilent Inhniium 5483ID 

oscilloscope as is the deviation in the output frequency response for a hxed 

VCO voltage. In the linear range of operation (and below a voltage of 1.75V) 

of the VCO the pixel to pixel variation can be seen to be within ±5%. After 

the 1.75V VCO supply voltage is exceeded, the variation becomes signih- 

cantly larger. This is due to the higher supplied voltage initiating a lower 

frequency (a few Hz) response of the VCO. A deviation of 0.1 or 0.2 Hz in 

the low frequency signal results in a relatively higher ratio of signal to jitter 

than a similar deviation in a higher frequency signal.



Figure 4.8: Variation in the frequency output of the stimulation 

function of the voltage supplied to the voltage controlled oscillator

as a
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Figure 4.9: The standard deviation averaged across all pixels for the fre

quency output of the stimulation pulses as a function of the voltage supplied 

to the voltage controlled oscillator.
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4 .1 ,7  L ight R esp o n se

The light response of the IPIX chip was determined under normal laboratory 

fluorescent lighting conditions. The chip was placed in a bright well-lit room 

and shielded from stray, non-normal light, via an optically blocking cylinder 

placed normal to the surface. The light was attenuated via neutral density 

filters placed on the surface of the cylindrical shield. The absolute intensity 

was not measured as the response to the relative intensity is seen as the 

significant measurement.

4;

The measure of the light response was undertaken with 18 filtered inten

sities and can be seen in Fig 4.10. From Fig 4.10 the light response of the 

detector can be seen to be linear (plotted on a log-linear scale) in nature 

within the optimal conditions of the VCO and span a frequency range of 

approximately 30Hz. It is possible to affect the 30 Hz range in this instance 

by controlling the row revisit time.

The light response also indicates tha t the first 5 neutral density filters 

had little effect on changing the frequency. In terms of the transm itted light 

intensity this correlates to a required attenuation of 75 %. Hence under 

normal lighting and under our standard operating conditions the voltage 

level on the transistors are not reaching the 0.75V switch on requirements 

as shown iir fig 4.7 previously. Thereafter, the behaviour follows a linear 

frequency output in accordance with a linearly increasing attenuation- If the 

master clock frequency is altered on the chip and this re-visits the pixels at a 

(liffercait tiiiuï interval (slowc'r) tlicai the pixel iiitc^gration time will be longer
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Figure 4.10; Neutral Density filter Light variation vs. frequency output Hz. 

The red line is a least square fit to the experiineiitally realised values.
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and it is likely tha t there will be a more useful readout range of the pixels 

response.
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4 .1 .8  S tim u la tio n  P u lse  A m p litu d e

In addition to the ability to vary the frequency output of the detector, the 

amplitude of this response can also be altered. This is varied on the PCB 

(via a potentiometer) and allows the readout electronics to be be varied to a 

maximum of 3.3V.

This is seen to be one of the key variables for our stimulation studies. 

One of the principal aims of our research is to experimentally determine 

the threshold limits for repeatable stimulation of retinal ganglion cells. The 

ability to easily change the output voltage of the IPIX stimulation pulse is 

of significant bcaicfit.
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4 .1 .9  P ix e l C ross Talk

The final measurement of the pixel response is to determine the associated 

cross talk on neighbouring pixels with respect to the stimulation pulse am

plitude. The output voltage from Pixel 1 was increased from 0.5V to 3V and 

the effect on neighbouring pixels measured. Fig 4.12 shows tlie 9 stimulating 

pixels and the exploded view the numbering used for experimentation.

The results for the cross talk studies can be seen in Fig 4.13 and Fig 4.14. 

Fig 4.13 shows the peak voltage cross talk on the neighbouring pixels as a 

function of pulse amplitude. At low pulse heights, below IV, the efiects of 

cross talk are limited to only the nearest pixels. The effects of cross talk are 

not ever significant on irixels 7,8 or 9 even at 3V pulse heights.

In fig. 4.14, the cross talk investigations are shown as a percentage of the 

stimulus pulse amplitude (as applied to pixel 1) on the neighbouring pixels. 

It can be seen that each of the pixels offers a constant percentage value of 

cross talk with increasing voltage application to pixel 1. Additionally there 

can be seen to be an exponential decay in the crosstalk value with the pixel 

uumber. Notice also that no significant cross talk could be nnxiKurcid on
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The results for the RMS noise against the stimulation pulse amplitude

are shown in figure 4.11. The RMS noise level and the deviation on the RMS

noise level can be seen to increase linearly above the 0.75V switch-on voltage
'

for the transistors.



10x10 Pixel Layout

3x3 Central region

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
Schematic showing pixel 

numbering

Figure 4.12: Pixel layout showing the 10x10 array and then zoomed into the 

central region. Bottom right is a schematic showing the numbering of the 

pixels as referenced in this work.
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pixels 7, 8 or 9.

In view of the pixel layout (see Fig 4.12), it is likely that the main com

ponent of the crosstalk measurements arise not from the chip but from the 

layout of wires routing the pixel outputs on the PCB. See Figure 4.15 for the 

PCB layout with the IPIX chip located.
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IPIX Chip
9 Output Lines 

(Stimulating Electrodes)

Recording E lectrodes

Figure 4.15: PCB layout showing the 9 stimulating tracks close to each 

other and the IPIX chip in the central region of the figure. The crosstalk 

measurements are likely to be a result of having the out put channels running 

parallel.
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Table 4.1; The IPIX input pin abbreviated terms and full description.
I

Input P ins T ype D escrip tion

RstB CMOS Reset Signal to the VCO and logic

ClkRow CMOS Clock to control the row select shift register

Sin CMOS Input to the row select shift register

RowRst CMOS Reset signal to the pixels in a selected row.

RowSel CMOS Controls the selection timing for the row.

Update CMOS Stores the control voltage to the VCO in a row. :
ExtPhiRefClk CMOS Alternative external clock for driving the Phi

Generator

c m s d CMOS Selects between MClk and ExtPhiRefClk.

MClk CMOS Master clock to control the Bi-phasic timer and Phi-

Generator.

SrcSel CMOS Selects internal /  external source for all pixels
.r

except the centre 9.

SrcSelCntr CMOS Selects internal or external source for centre
.. ■ :

9 pixels.

BiEn CMOS Enables /  Disables the Bi-Phasic operation.

Testln Varia.ble External input to all except the centre 9 pixels
:

■f

Range 0.5V to 2.5V.

TestInCntiiiO ; 2 5 Variable External inputs to centre 9 pixels

Range 0.5V to 2.5V.
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Table 4.2: The IPIX output pin abbreviated terms and full description.

O utput P ins T ype D escrip tion

Sont CMOS O utput from the row select shoft register.

PixOiitiO:2^. CMOS O utputs from the three central columns.

Pix 1 to 9 CMOS O utputs from the 9 central pixels.

Table 4.3: The IPIX bias pin abbreviated terms and full description.

B ias P ins T ype D escrip tion

Lth -1.15V Lower threshold.

n th 0.85 Higher threshold.

ARef ov VCO amplifier centre voltage.

Acas ov VCO amplifier cascade device bias.

RefCbn 150/;A NMOS bias to the window comparatots in the VCO.

RefCbp 150//A PMOS bias to the window comparators in the VCO.

Ref A bn IBOpA NMOS bias to the amplifier in the VCO.

RefABp 150AiA PMOS bias to the amplifier in the VCO.

PSFref 100//A Bias to the PMOS source follower in the pixels.

ColBias 50/iA Bias to the readout columns /  NMOS source followers.
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Table 4.4: A Table 2

Power P ins T ype D escrip tion

VDDD IdSV Digital power supply.

GNDD -1.65V Digital ground.

VDDA 1.65V Analogue power supply.

GNDA -1.65V Analogue ground.

VRst Variable Reset voltage to photodiodes in the pixels.

RefCbp 150pA Power supply to the Bi-Phasic output driver.
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C hapter 5 

Biological results from in-vivo  

testin g

5.1 In t ro d u c t io n

This chapter demonstrates the results tha t have been achieved in-vivo with 

the frog retina. We have successfully demonstrated the feasibility of our 

combined technologies to record activity from retinal neurones. D ata indi

cating the successful stimula tion of spatially discrete neurones in a controlled 

manner is also presented.

The performance of our combined technologies is evaluated as a prototype 

design with a view towards a retinal prosthesis. There have been various 

approaches globally examining the response of retinal cellular activity to 

engineered devices [22, 28] however, the applied combination of an active
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pixel sensor as au optical sensor with a flexible microelectrode array is specific 

to the work undertaken within this thesis. Our engineered representation of 

the retina is shown in figure 5.1.

Evaluation of the device in-vivo has been subject to the quality of the 

recordings made from the retina. The detection of retinal activity indicates 

the successful preparation of retinal tissue. The recording of signals from the 

multi-electrode array allows for an insight into the correlated signal process

ing of the retina. Through multiple site recording, we can also determine 

with confidence threshold activation levels of retinal ganglion cells [57j.

We have performed in-vivo experiments to evaluate the threshold limits 

for successful stimulation of the retinal ganglion cells. Using one of the 

electrodes as a stimulation site, we have passed an electrical signal directly 

onto the retinal ganglion cells and used neighbouring electrodes to record 

the resulting cellular activity [46]. The results from these initial studies are 

presented.

There is no information presented on the qualification of the device as 

an implantable retinal prosthesis. As such there has been no formal testing 

to evaluate the biocompatibility of our system in-vivo. The materials that 

have been used are known to be biocompatible through cross reference with 

other work in the field as covered in section 4.7 and 4.8 and in references 

[7, 8, 9j. Indeed, the only true means of determining the viability of a long

term implant is through field studies. Once the device has been successfully
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Figure 5.1: Overview of engineering rei)resentation of biological system

and extensively jiroven to be a viable means of comrmmicating information 

to and from the retina we can evaluate the viability as a long term prosthesis 

in further work as done in the work by the following groups [48, 52. 58, 60, 

65, 70].

5.2 S am ple  P r e p a r a t io n

In order to achieve optimal electrochenhc-al signal detection, good coupling 

between the array and the cellular tissue must be achieved. Excess fluid on 

the surface of the retina must l)e adsorbed to maximise the cell /  electrode 

int('rfac('. Once this has beeii satisfic'd ('xcc'lh'nt results can be obtained.
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5.2 .1  B io lo g ica l T issu e  p rep aration

All tissue preparation is conducted in accordance with home office regula

tions. Animals are only used th a t have been in storage for a short time due 

to the altered feeding patterns degrading the quality of the retinal tissue.

W ith the brain and spinal cord of the frog, rana temporaria, destroyed 

the heart can be observed to still beat. This administers a flow of oxygen 

to the eye cup and helps preserve the integrity of the tissue for extended 

testing periods. The frog does not need to be maintained for the duration 

of the testing a.s it functions well at room temperature whereas mammalian 

animals need careful anaesthesia and control.

All preparation of the tissue is conducted under red light illumination 

owing to the insensitivity of the frog retina for this wa,velength. The upper 

and lower eyelids are removed at the first surgical step.

The reference platinum electrode is then inserted through the centre of 

the frog body to ensure a suitable electrical ground for the experimental 

setup.

The cornea and lens are then removed and the aqueous humour is ab

sorbed from the eye. Failing to remove the fluid layers at this stage results 

in a flow of liquid into the ('yecup and wcnild result in shorting between the
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electrodes on the surface of the retina. The vitreous humour is then removed 

and this, being of a gelatinous consistency, does not pose the same require

ment for fluid absorption. Generally, the vitreous humour will detach with 

the lens upon removal, providing the proper preparation of the sample. In 

general, the fluid layers of the retina are removed four times using suitable 

absorbing paper to ensure the likelihood of successful testing.

For our arrangement, the right retina is most often used as it is more 

easily accessible with our apparatus. There is no difference offered by either 

retina and the left retina is utilised only if the right retina, under optical 

inspection appears to be functionally compromised.

The array and the reference platinum electrode are then positioned onto

the retinal surface. Green LED illumination then provides light stimulus to

the retina and determines the success of the preparation. At this stage, the 
.array can be repositioned to ensure that there is maximum signal strength 

in the recorded ERG. Finally, the retina is allowed to sit for 30 minutes to 

allow the re-absorption of any small amounts of remaining fluid and to allow 

the pigment to redistribute post surgery. Thereafter, the experimentation is 

viable and optimised.

5 .2 .2  In itia l p rep ara tion  stu d ies .

W ith the retina tissue prepared, the array is adjusted via a micro-manipulator 

to be in contact with the retinal surface. Initial measurements of the retinal
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response are undertaken with a platinnni wire placed on the retinal surlace. 

Light intensity steps 0.1, 1. and 10 log units are measured and the response 

logged. The array is then used to measure the response and a comparison 

undertaken to determine the quality of the retina /  electrode contact. If 

under visible light conditions any variation is recorded via the array then t he 

array position is adjusted to minimise this eflect and ensure' consistency in 

the future recordings. See Fig 5.2 for representation of the microelectrode 

array inserted in the frog eyecup and in contact with the ganglion cells of 

the retina.

C o rtex
M irc o e le c tro d e  array

T o
am plifica tion
e le c tro n ic s

R e tin a

E le c tro d e s

P ig m e n t ep ith e liu m

Figure 5.2; Overview of ;neparation of the frog retina and the array im

planted into the eyecup. The electrode array is inserted with the electrodes 

face down and in contact with the ganglion cells of the retina.
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5 .2 .3  S ign al A m p lifica tio n

The 8-electrode arrays term inate with a 16 pin low noise LIMO connector, 

see Fig. 5,3. The wire connections from the array to the LIMO are tinned 

in a 350°C solder bath to reduce the impedance loss and signal noise. The 

74-electrode arrays are coupled to the readout PCB loy a low resistivity gold 

wire z-axis connector. Both these arrangements benefit from the ability to 

remove and replace electrode arrays in a short timescale compared to the 

viable recording time (approximately 4 hours due to the cold blooded nature 

of the frog and the absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere) of the frog 

retina. This allows multiple experimental investigations on a single biological 

preparation.

The recorded biological signals from the retina undergo a xl200 hxed am-
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In addition to adjusting the position of the array, adjusting the pressure 

applied to the electrode region of the array on the retinal surface may be 

required. In most cases this needs to be adjusted in parallel with recordings 

from the neuronal cells. The array is designed such that excessive force is 

unlikely to be applied to the retina and cause any long term damage through 

compression. There does exist the possibility however that significant pres

sure when applied to the retina can degrade the quality of the signals recorded 

in-vivo. If there is a lack of pressure applied to the electrode region of the 

array the electrical coupling to the cells will be limited and high noise levels 

recorded.



Figure 5.3: 8-electrode array connected to low noise IG channel LIMO con

nector

plification through a custom built module (each channel l)eing AC coupled 

to R'lnovc any DC ofis('t, see' apptmdix 1 lor inoduh' layout) ('iisuriiig optimal 

signal definition and reducxal loss. Each stage in the design of th(' readout 

enii)loys low noise electronics and terminations. Our currently available elec

tronics allow 16 channel amplification and will be extended in fut ure work to 

accommodate t he 64 readout channels of the 74 electrode arrays (64 readout 

+ 9 stimulating -f 1 earth =  74 electrodes).

Recordings from the electronics in-vivo measure the noise level to be 

ty])ically below 8pV over a frequency range of 3Hz to 8kHz. The output 

from the amplifier modules are connected to a National Instruments data 

accphsition card (E-Series, PCI) on a dedicated PC.
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Ill order to assess the quality of the recorded signals from the array, an 

array independent recording is made of the retinal response. This recording 

is achieved from a single strand of platinum wire placed on the surface of the 

retina and routed out through an independent amplification module. This 

separate single channel employs a xlOOO AC coupled amplifier, 50Hz notch 

filter and a variable DC offset. The output is read into the DAC card via 

a monitoring oscilloscope. This allows for the quality and viability of the 

retinal preparation to be established prior to advancing the array onto the 

retina.

5 .2 .4  D a ta  A cq u is itio n  Softw are

The successful recording of retinal activity has been verified utilising two sep

arate software programs. The first, WinWCP, was written by the University 

of Strathclyde [19]. The second is custom designed software written by A. 

Moodie (PhD student at the University of Glasgow).

Initial retinal recordings were undertaken via the W inWCP software which 

allows for a maximum of 8 channels of recorded data. For the 8-electrode 

arrays this software was adequate. The principal drawback was the inability 

to record large volumes of high resolution data over long time periods. This 

was due to limitations in the fixed size data buffer for each readout channel. 

D ata could be recorded for time periods of a few seconds if the resolution was 

typically lOrns but at a resolution of 0.1ms (our desired readout rate) tire 

available recording time was a few 100ms. For application to the 64 electrode
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readout system, the 8-channel maximum readout capabilities is not suitable.

The software developed in house by A. Moodie has several key advantages 

over the WinWCP software and addresses all of the foreseen shortcomings 

of the MhiiW^CP software. The first major advantage is the scalability of 

the recording package to monitor any number of channels. This is a key 

advantage in the drive towards increasing electrode numbers for correlated 

signal processing. The user interface is also tailored more specifically to log 

the components of the study, through a header file, and export the data in a 

manner that is consistent with our analysis packages. The recording of the 

data hies is such that the data can be acquired at lOkliz for a time period 

only limited by the available disk storage. This is of enormous advantage 

and allows for long experimental data  acquisition periods.

5.3 R e c o rd e d  S ignals

The signals recorded from the retina are of small amplitude owing to the 

detection of changes in cellular potential through the movement of ions across 

the cellular membrane. Typically the signals will Ire of the order of a few 

lOOpV. Given the low noise of the system (typically below 8p across all 

channels for a good preparation) we can detect multiple cellular responses.
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Figure 5.4: Electroretinogram with superimposed spiking activity

An example of a typical response from the retina under a bright light 

stimulus can be seen in Fig 5.4. The recording started at the onset of light, 

time 0. After approximately 9 ms, the photoreceptive cells have detected the 

light stimuli and pass this information to the output cells (the ganglion cells) 

and this response can be seen in Fig 5.4. There are 2 key components in the 

recorded waveform, a slow response termed the Electroretinogram (ERG) 

seen to modulate the signal and several shorter responses superimposed on 

this slow waveform, the action potential (AP).

Thc  ̂ two signals arc si ant for rc’tinal stiidi(vs. Tin; signal strtmgth of

1 4 9
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the ERG indicates the health of the retina and the viability of the prépara- 

tiou, The ERG is a measure of the mass response of all cells in the retina 

under light stimulation.

The ERG is composed of 3 main components [135] classified as the a. 

b, and c- waves. A overview of typical relative magnitudes and temporal 

responses of each of these components are shown in figure 5.5. The origin of 

these components are from varying layers of the eye. The a-wave originates 

in the photoreceptor layer. The b-wave was discovered (Dowling) to have 

its origins within the Muller Glial cells. Finally, the c-wave originates in the 

pigment epithelium layer which is verified by in-vitro studies. Each of these 

components sums to have the form of ERG as shown in figure 5.4.

The recording of the superimposed fast acting AP response on top of the 

ERG shown in hg 5.4 is the key subject of study for our experiments as the 

AP contains information corresponding the response from a single cell, in an 

encoded manner, required by the brain. The time at which the AP signals are 

evident and the number of the APs contain all the relevant information on 

the visual scene passed to the visual cortex from the retina [26, 76, 103, 124].

Once the signal strength of the ERG is determined it can be filtered to 

leave the AP response. This is typically achieved by Fast Fourier transform

ing (FFT) the signal to remove all the frequency components below 80Hz.
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Figure 5.5: Tlie breakdown of a typical measured ERG response into its 3 

main components, the a,b and c-waves.

As the AP response is of the IkHz range, there is no signal loss resulting from 

this analysis technique. Alternatively, a fitting algorithm can be employed to 

the ERG and this subtracted from the dataset. This is the ])referred method 

for removing artefacts that are evident after electrical stimulation of the cells 

and will be discussed in greater detail in subsecpient sections.

By way of conqiarison. the reduction in the electrode size from 50//m 

to 5//111 allows for individual cell coupling. Shown in fig 5.7 is a single ac

tion potential recorded from a planar array fabricated on Indium Tin Oxide 

(courtesy of K. Mathieson). The inclusion of the 5//ni result is to show the 

capabilities of electrodes of this diameter in absence of data from the 74 

electrode array.
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Figiue 5.6: Recorded retinal activity upon light activation with the elec- 

troretinograni removed using a 80Hz high pass FFT filter. §

Once the ERG signal has been removed the AP information is more ev

ident, Fig 5.6. There are multiple APs shown in Fig 5.6. In effect, we are 

recording multiple cellular responses on a single electrode. Owing to the 7pm 

diameter cells that output the information from the retina, the ganglion cells, 

and the 50pm diameter recording electrodes this is not an unexpected result. 

If a ganglion cell is positioned directly on top of the electrode then large cell 

responses can be seen, Fig 5.6. If recorded activity indicates a high density 

of APs of visil^ly varying amplitude or pulse shape we can often correlate
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Figure 5.7: Recordings from a electrode of 5pm diameter. The recording was 

made on an ITO array of electrode size 5pm.

this to the detection of proximal (often multiple) cellular activity. As this 

signal is superimposed upon the leading signal we get the effects of latent 

pulse shaping, amplitude modulation or an excess of AP spike trains over a 

single unit response. This indicates the high quality of the system tha t has 

been developed and also the need to move from the 50pm electrodes, used 

here, to smaller electrodes. Although electrodes of 5pm were fabricated, they 

were not used in conjunction with in-vivo experimentation before the con

clusion of this thesis. Parallel experimentation with electrodes of similar size 

fabricated at Glasgow University on ITO array [5] have shown the viability 

of such studies.
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5.3 .1  L ight E voked  R esp o n se

The retina responds to light in the manner of an all or nothing response. 

Speciheally, this means that a given intensity of light must be incident on 

the retina btdore the retina will respond with an action potential. It follows 

therefore that the intensity of light has a direct impact on the firing rate' of 

the cells and the output train of action potentials that will result. Higher 

intensities of light can be seen to result in (giicker response times from retinal 

tissue when light is incident aa a pulse. If the light is continuous in duration 

the retina will light adapt.

dark-adapted human

10 20 30 40

Tims (ms)

Figure 5.8: Electroretinogram showing faster response from the retina to 

increasing intensity for the hninan. (From Webvision.ined.ntah.ed)
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The rate at which the retina responds to a given intensity of light is 

evident from the rate at which the ERG develops and this can be seen in Fig 

5.8. For 4 log units as shown, the form of the ERG can be seen to differ both 

in terms of the amplitude and the time at which the maximum amplitude is 

reached. The form of the ERG can also be seen to vary as the light reaches 

high intensities. The generally positive nature of the ERG at low intensities 

is preceded by a negative waveform at high intensities. This is a physiological 

result and is indicative of the various components that make up the ERG. 

Specifically under high illumination the a-wave proceeds the onset of the la- 

wave. Oscillatory potentials also become apparent on the ERG at higher 

intensities (above a threshold) and correspond to the previously discussed 

APs.

It is conceivable therefore that if we can detect individual action potential 

we can measure this response time, or the difference in responses resulting 

from varying intensities as shown in Fig 5.8.

Evident for lower intensity light stimuli is tha t the number of evoked 

responses is signihcantly less than for stimulus at higher intensities. At very 

high intensities, the number of APs is also subject to reduction due to the 

inhibitory nature of the retina.
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5.3 .2  C ellu lar C lassifica tion

Given that there exist many cell types in the frog retina, and that they 

respond to different components of the visual scene, we have looked at de

termining the cell type in contact with the array electrodes. The cellular 

response under the onset of light has been demonstrated highlighting the 

ON cell response, fig 5.9. There exist cells, which inversely respond to the 

termination of light (OFF cells). We have also been successful in the record

ing of their response and this can be seen in Fig 5.10. These individual 

cell types were not directly targeted through experimentation, however, ow

ing to the spread of these cell types throughout the retina we were able to 

repeatably record ON and OFF cell responses across multiple experiments.

The AP response of the off cells can be seen to be of similar magnitude 

to the that detected from the ON response. This is as expected given the 

cellular mechanism for the generation of the AP is the same. Figure 5.11 

shows multiple ERG recordings made from 4 50pm electrodes at. the same 

time across 4 locations on the retina.
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Figure 5.9: Recordings from an 8-electrode array of the ON cell response 

in relation to the initiation of light at the retinal surface. Recordings were 

made at lOkHz sampling rate and the recording starts at the onset of light 

at the retinal sur fa,ce. t —0.

5.4 S tim u la t io n  S tu d ies

For any form of retinal prosthesis to be viable, a means of eliciting a re

sponse in the neuronal pathway must be established. The approach we have 

developed to record neuronal information has proved that good contact with 

the retina lias been achieved. This is a prerequisite to the following retinal 

stimulation studies.

It is im portant to evoke the signal in a, way that is comparable to the 

natural response. As we ha,ve demonstrated, we can record APs temporal and 

amplitude' characteristics (hgs 5.6-5.11). A stimulus pulse should incorporate
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Figure 5.10; Recordings from an 8-electrode array of the off cell response in 

relation to the term ination of light at the retinal surface. Recordings were 

made at lOkHz sampling rate and the recording starts at the termination of 

on the retinal surface, time — 0.

this information and locally influence ganglion cells on the retinal surface. 

By this means we can selectively influence the locality of visual stimulus on 

the retina with this information being conveyed to the visual cortex.

5.4 .1  S in g le  e le c tr o d e  s tim u la tio n  stu d ies

Our initial investigations for stimulation of the retina were undertaken via a 

single electrode on the 8-electrode array. A variable amplitude square wave 

voltage pulse was applied to the electrode, and the response of the retina 

could be detected on the neighbouring recording electrodes.
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100 uV

10 m s

Figure 5.11: Recordings from 4 electrodes of 50//in diameter. The 4 elec

trodes are showing the OFF response at independent points on t he retinal 

surface. The light termination started at time 0 and recording continues for 

100 ms. The amplitudes of the responses are all of the order -200 //V to 100 

f V.

5 .4 .2  S tim u la tio n  A rtefa c t

When an electrical stimulus ])ulse is apjdied to the retina, the comparatively 

large voltage pulse forces the (recordj^^ ehannel) amplihers of the system to



saturate. The net effect is that there is a recovery time for the amplifiers 

which is of the order of several lO’s of //s for low voltage pulses. It can 

be seen that action potentials are superimposed on this artefact at voltages 

above the stimulation threshold of approx 400mV, See Fig 5.11 showing the 

associated artefact with applied voltage stimulation, it follows therefore' 

that the applied voltage pulses to the biological system should be as low as 

reciuired for electrical activation of the tissue.

0.25 

0.20  

0.15 

—  0.10

S , 0.05

0.00

-0.05

-0.10

-0.15

Artefact associated with applied voltage 
stimulation

StimlOOmV
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Stim400mV
Stim600mV
StimSOOmV

10 20 30 40
—|— 
60 80 90 100

Time (ms)

Figure 5.12; The stimulat ion artefact as recorded on a 50/nn electrode 5l)//m 

away from the stimulation site. The amplitude of the artefact was measured 

for 5 voltage increments for a 1ms pulse applied to. and measured from the 

same electrodes.

In order to analyse the data, the stimulation artefact must be removed.
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We have investigated two separate methods for achieving this. The first is the 

simple fitting of an exponential decay which mimics the RC decay component 

of electronics. Although this method can be fitted in good agreement with 

the falling curve, the combined overshoot of the electronics and recovery, 

especially at voltage levels above 400mV stimulus, is not described well by 

this model.

The second method involves fitting a non-linear curve to the recorded 

data. In order to achieve this successfully without adversely affecting the 

recorded action potentials the fitting curve must be sampled at a period in 

excess of the pulse width of the APs. Failure to achieve this will fit the curve 

to the APs and upon subtraction of the artefact, data corresponding to the 

APs will be removed. A fitting period of 3ms between data points, some 3 

times larger than the frequency response of an AP. Using this method we 

can achieve excellent correlation in our fitted curve and a high confidence in 

retaining the AP as shown in Fig 5.13, a measured waveform of an action 

potential.

Once a suitable curve has been fitted to our data, we FFT our data with 

a low frequency cut off' limited at 80Hz. This removes additional noise in 

relation to mains noise and the ER.G response. Once this is achieved the 

data is in an analytical form suitable for neurobiological signal analysis.
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5 .4 .3  V o ltage  th resh o ld  for cellu lar stim u la tio n

Given that we can successfully record and manipulate the data into a compar

ative form we can look more specifically at determining the effects of applying 

a voltage stimuli. The first key investigation is to determine at what voltage 

we can elicit a response from the retinal cells in a manner similar to that 

recorded under light activation or so called threshold conditions.

40|J-

o  -40|j-

-80p
5m 10m 15m 20m 25m

Time after stimulus pulse (s)

Figure 5.13: Measured waveform of a single action potential recorded from 

a 400mV applied electrical pulse.

In order to minimise effects of spontaneous firing from the retinal tissue 

affecting our analysis, experiments were repeated to ensure consistency. The 

stimulation circuitry allowed voltage pulses to a maximum of 2.5V to be 

applied. At this voltage the potential to damage the cells exists so studies
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were limited to 1.4V.

Ill order to determine the temporal AP information from the response to 

an applied eloetrical input we filtered the raw reeorded data as described in 

section 5.4.2. Using multiple stimulation experiments, approximately 18 for 

each voltage level used, we could detect true AP responses from any noise 

in the system. AP responses filtered in this way resulted in variances in 

recorded tiniescales of less than 0.1ms.
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For our studies it was discovered that a voltage of 400mV was the min

imum voltage level required to repeatably elicit a retinal action potential. 

Typically, a single action potential would result. For voltages in excess of 

this threshold level, the resulting response of the retina included multiple 

APs. Intc'rcstingly. tlie increased voltage levels did not infinenee significantly 

the rate at which the initial AP was recorded. The amplitude of the recorded 

APs was. as expected, not influenced by the amplitude of the stimulus volt- 

age.

5 .4 .4  A c tio n  P o te n tia l record in g  from  an ap p lied  v o lt

age stim u lu s

Given that the environment for the stimulation studies was not altered through

out the period of viable retinal recordings, investigations were undertaken to 

determine if temporal patterns of APs could be observed.
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A ])oiiit to bo constantly aware of is the need to ensure that the system 

of applying the electrical pulses is optimised such that the minimum voltage 

required for stimulation is used. It has been shown in chapter 4, sect ion 4.1.9, 

that there is associated crosstalk with stimulation pulses and that altliough 

it has not been seen to be siguihcaut in affecting the cpiality of the recordings 

made it is still however a possible source of noise.

c '
g 5Ü
& '
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|Stim 200mV
|Stim 400mV

à u
Time (ms)

Figure 5.14: Temporal occurence of APs over 18 trials in response to an 

applied voltage pulse of Inis.

The relationship to the response of the retina at the stimulation threshold 

voltage level of 400niV and at a voltage of 200mV (half the experimentally 

realised required voltage level) can be seen in Fig 5.14. The key conq)onents 

shown in Fig 5.14 are the confinement of the initial APs to within 10ms 

for tlie 400mV stimulus and th(' lack of anv other siKuihcant ii'corded AP
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activity thereafter. There is no siicli peak for the 2()0niV stirnulus pulse and 

this is indicative that locally the threshold stinnilation voltage value has been 

reached.

(A 15-

I Stim400mV 1 
I Stim1200mV !

I I  M 1 1 , 1 1 I I I !  I  m i . t
0.10 

Time (ms)

Figure 5.15: Tenij)oral s])ike occurence in res])onse to applied voltages of 

400inV and 1200niV

The correlation of the 400inV threshold voltage to a voltage significantly 

in excess of this value, 1200niV can lie seen in Fig 5.15. There exists an 

obvious difference in the retinal response in this instance. At T20()inV the 

number of responses and the s))read in the timing at which APs are evident is 

broadened to across a range of 25ms ))ost stimulus pulse and it is difhcnlt to 

discern a single ))eak. The broadening in the detected signal may result from 

stimulation of cellular tissue deej)er in the retina and hence, it takes longer 

for the signals to ))ass to the output cells being monitored. Alternatively, 

it is possible that cells much further away on the retinal surface are being
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activated and a response is i)eing detected from a longer range.

In order to show the quality of the fabrication , Fig 5.16 shows an image 

of an electrode array post experimentation. As can be seen, there is no 

delamination of the polyimide mnlti])le layers and the electrodes are still 

visibly in good condit ion, with the exception of elect rode 6 which was non

functional from tlie outset.

Figure 5.16: linage of a nhcroelectrode array post test. As can be seen the 

electrodes are still well coated with platinum lilack (except for electrode 6 

which was not working jire test) and there is no delamination of the polyimide 

layers.

5 .4 .5  S tim u lu s R an ge

The final investigation, using a single stimulus electrode, looked at the range 

of indmaice of an ap])licd stimulus puls(\ Through a})]living the stimulus at
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one edge of the 8-electrode array it was possible to record activity along the 

length of the 50//,in pitched electrodes of the array, see ligure 5.17 and 5.18.

For a pulse of 400mV, data from the nearest neighbour to the stimulating 

electrode (50/./,m) indicates tha t 34 action potentials are detected within 45ms 

with more than half (18) occurring within 25ms of the stimulation pulse. For 

a recording site 160//m from the stimulating electrode, 16 APs are detected 

with 4 occurring in under 25ms. This indicates that the 400mV thresh

old voltage can influence the membrane potential significantly at a range of 

IGOpni. Alternatively, a 400mV pulse applied as a local stimulus can affect 

an output ganglion cell approximately 15 cells away.
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Figure 5.17: Graph showing the time of detection of AP’s on electrodes with 

varying distance from the stimulation electrode.
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Figure 5.18; Graph showing an increased time resolution of fig 5.15 indicat ing 

more specifically the detection of AP's on electrodes with varying distance 

from the stimulation electrode.
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C hapter 6

Conclusions

to deliver the capability to record and stimulate, in a non-invasive manner, 

retinal neuronal tissue. The application of our systems for monitoring and 

inducing a voltage response from neurones of the visual system has been 

presented and therein the possibility of rehabilitation of sensory perception 

in the retina has realistically been developed.

We look forward, with anticipation, to the development of rnicroelectrode 

array systems as an approach to address many of the limitations posed by 

single unit response measurements currently available via neurophysiological 

patch clamping or micro-pipette techniques. Through the work undertaken
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A system has been described tha t combines the technologies of engineering, 

physics and neurobiology to excellent effect and does so via the prototyping 

of a retinal prosthesis. Described in this thesis is the culmination of research 

pioneering the use of flexible substrate technologies as a platform on which



c

useful and attractive alternative material for electrode fabrication. PDMS

172

i

in this thesis to record from large numbers of neuronal cells and through the
'i"

studies by Humayun, Zrenner, Litke, and Rizzo [35, 84, 82, 13], an under- ""S

standing of neural coding in the retina is being established. It is my belief 

tha t through the multiple simultaneous recordings of stimulated activity, by 

the means developed and described in this thesis and more broadly in this
■I;;'

Held, we can successfully employ our understanding of the neural systems to
7interact and communicate information to and from retinal ganglion cells and A

allow for rehabilitation of visual sensation.

The fabrication of flexible substrate arrays posed many difficulties espe

cially as the ability to scale the dimensions of the arrays while maintaining 

a standard process was paramount. W hat was achieved, was a scalable, 

flexible, reliable and biocompatablc fabrication process complimented with ..

electrodeposited platinum electrodes providing a stable platform for electrical

coupling to retinal ganglion cells. Other than polyimide [173] based micro

electrode arrays, the use of PDMS [114] is also becoming established as a 7y

I
however, currently lacks the scalability and yield requirements to be use- y

fui in high density array development [177] and lacks the ease of control 

over flexibility the fabrication techniques for polyimide offers. My fabricated

polyimide arrays were typically no more than 18pm thick as this was the y
f,

ideal rigidity for testing purposes and upon electrical characterisation ex- #

hibited more than 90G Ohm inter-channel resistance with the inter-channel f
7

capacitance ol the order 0.3pF. This allows for discrete, independent cellular y

recording and stimulation.



For platinum electrodes of 50pm diameter an electrode-electrolyte inter

facial impedance of 20kOhms at IkHz was typical. For electrodes of 5/mi an 

impedance of 80kO was measured at IkHz. From human studies by Humayun 

[35] and work undertaken by Rizzo, [57] the characteristics of my fabricated 

5pm and 50pm electrodes are similar to those used for their 400pm and 100 

/mi, 55kl2 electrodes which were successful for retinal studies [190]. W hat has 

been achieved in this thesis is the realisation of electrode diameters tha t per

mit increased densities over previous studies. The use of my 5/nn fabricated 

electrodes has been estimated to allow for normal visual resolution or a reso

lution of 20/20 [96] as opposed to 20/200 at a resolution 50/mi and a 20/400 

resolution with electrodes of 100pm, which are still significantly smaller than 

those used by Humayun for in-vivo studies. Of the current successful trials 

only Greenberg and S trett [178, 130, 180] have reported fabricating electrodes 

of 50/nn or less. -I
4

The development of a hexagonal close packed array system on flexible /
7substrates with 74-electrodes is also in excess of what has been realised as 

functional arrays both within the research environment and commericially 

[35, 104, 177, 126]. The scalability in the fabrication process also ensures 

that should the layout or size of electrodes require to change then this can 

be accommodated to some extent in any future trials.

A key benefit of our system was the ability to record, at high densities, 

independent responses from spatially discrete neurones. The combination of 

our low noise (of typically 8pm RMS in-vivo) recording electronics (compara,-

173 ,

i
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ble to what is currently commercially a,vailable [104, 126]) are complimented 

by the techniques for preparing the retina and commonly achieved a, signal to 

noise ratio of 25:1. This allowed for a high degree of confidence in determin

ing actual retinal response upon stimulus and the determination of accurate 

measures for both optical and electrical stimulation thresholds. For the Rana 

Ternporaria frog an electrical stimulation threshold for healthy retinal action 

potential activation was 400mV (for a typical 50pm electrode), this is signif

icant as the size of the cell stimulated by this voltage is comparable to that 

found in the foveal region of the prim ate visual system.

The detection of the visual scene was undertaken using a specifically 

designed optical sensing active pixel sensor, the IPIX. The 10 x 10 CMOS 

pixellated device was fabricated via a standard 0.35/y.m process with total 

dimension 2mm x 2mm. Each pixel was seen to respond to incident light 

through the on-pixel photodiode. This is an advantage over other systems 

in tha t there is no need for external optically sensing systems and that there 

are 100 independent sensing pixels [179, 35, 181]. As its output, the IPIX 

chip responded with a series of frequencies similar to the action potential 

response of the retina and of a period dictated by the intensity of the incident 

light. The output frequency response of the IPIX was bi-phasic, and charge 

balanced, with the peak voltage variable to a maximum of 3.3V. Importantly 

to the effectiveness of the IPIX chip as a "substitute” retina, the frequency, 

amplitude and period of the response to light stimulus can be easily varied. 

This, in conjunction with the neural networking capabilities of the chip allows 

the possibility to incorporate efficiently the neural coding outcomes from

,2
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retinal studies.

6 .0 .6  F uture W ork

This thesis has initiated research into fiexilile substrate polyimide based de

vices that can be seen to offer the possibility, in the longer term, to restore 

vision. Clearly however there exists a substantial gap between the devices 

that have been described in this thesis and devices which will ever be consid

ered as potential implantable devices. It is my belief that for the successful 

culmination of this research, a global collaboration is required. There are 

several areas that would be of benefit to this project and are areas I would 

liked to have researched. They will remain as further work for this project 

and will hopefully one day be realised.

In order to gain the maximum benefit from the pixel sensor and deliver 

this information to the retina, the neural network architecture of the retina 

must be understood. W hat is not known is the form of the network tha t 

the architecture should be based upon [106]. The reasons for this are tha t 

we are limited by our incomplete knowledge of the cellular responses of the 

retina and the diversity of their functions. W ithout knowing how the retina 

processes the visual scene we cannot conclude what is the best architecture 

for neural networks. Although there has been a body of work undertaken to 

achieve this, the results of in-vivo experimentation are not trivial to deter

mine without direct feedback from the subject [29, 84, 102]. There exists the 

possibility of performing experiments on the stoat which will give an indi

cation of the feasibility of computationally generated neural networks. The
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binocular vision of the stoat is represented as two independent images on 

the visual cortex. By this means we can stimulate one retina with a known 

image and record the response from the visual cortex. The other retina is 

stimulated by the IPIX chip and recordings of activity in the visual cortex 

made (hopefully with reasonable spatial resolution). By correlation of the 

optically recorded image response, in relation to the response under electri

cal stimulation conditions from the IPIX, we can ’tune’ the neural network 

to optimise the evoked response. Under stimulation both optically and via 

the IPIX, with the same image represented, a summation of response in the 

visual cortex should be observed. This is an approa.ch tha t may well be 

adopted in future trials.

W hat is also not understood is if the retina has become damaged through 

degenerative diseases, how does this affect the processing in the remaining 

tissue and is the stimulation thresholds for activation of the tissues affected. 

We have shown with a high degree of success the ability to stimulate healthy 

retinal tissue. We have not evaluated, nor had any means to evaluate, the 

requirements for stimulating tissue which has become degenerate. It is con

ceivable tha t the stimulation thresholds will be similar as the tissue nearest 

the array electrodes, the ganglion cells, have been shown through physiolog

ical studies to be affected last by AMD or RP [185, 186, 187]. Future work 

to identify this as a measured result from the electrode arrays would be of 

significant benefit to the scientific community.

As with any fabrication process, several ma,terials were utilised with the
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development of the polyimide based rnicroelectrode arrays allowing for the 

best use of our fabrication facilities and forming the basis of the arrays pre

sented in this thesis. As previously suggested, a material which showed 

significant promise and may well be a possible substitute for polyimide as 

a platform for the development of flexible arrays is Polydirnethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) [10]. The main fabrication challenge for this material is its low sur

face energy. This is evident through the poor adhesion of deposited metals 

onto its surface. Various approaches were undertaken throughout this thesis 

in attem pts to utilise PDMS, including oxygen plasma surface treatment. Al

though it was possible to fabricate low electrode count arrays on PDMS, the 

possibility to establish a scalable process was never realised. This was further 

limited by the expansion of PDMS while under vacuum. High purity, low 

resistivity metal deposition requires a high vacuum level and PDMS would 

expand, even if under tensile stress, to offer a "herringbone” structure upon 

relaxation [107]. For our high density fabrication techniques we required a 

linear surface profile. Where this was not possible, electrical continuity across 

the entire surface layer was difficult to achieve.

,

The project has offered a excellent platform on which to build future 

microelectrode arrays and 1 believe it can form the basis on which to build 

single cell stimulating devices. We have shown the ability to electrically elicit 

a response from tissue though have not managed to confidently and reliably 

place the device in-vivo to stimulate and record from single cells. The anal

ysis of the recorded waveforms using principal component analysis or cross 

correlational analysis [182, 183, 184] may herald this spatial informalion.
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W ith the development of higher density arrays, the dependency on “off-line" 

techniques such as principal component analysis will decrease through the 

physical realisation of single cell recording.
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As technology advances, and the confidence in engineered neuronal de

vices becomes established, I believe that the retinal prosthesis described in 

this work will be a viable approach to reconstruct vision. It is also possi

ble that through our understanding of the retina, a direct outgrowth of the 

brain, we will begin to uncover the mechanisms behind many more neuronal
-

dystrophies. Through continual support of neuroscientists, engineers and 

physicists I believe tha t what is described in this thesis may one day become 

a platform for the regeneration of higher sensory, cortical functionality.
:
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A ppendix A

ap p en d ix l

A signal initially undergoes a x2 gain from a buffer amplifier. A second am

plification stage AC couples the signal to remove any DC offset and provides 

a xlOO amplifie‘at ion. This amplified signal is thcai filtered by a 50Hz notch 

filter to remove any mains interference. A final stage provides a x5 ampli

fication factor providing a total gain of 1000 for the system. The bandpass 

for this circuit is 7kHz to 8kHz (-3clB point). The layout for a single channel 

can b('. seen in figure for appendix 1. This is replicated 10 times for the 16 

channel amplification module.
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